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Things Surpass Themselves
Jean Baudrillard, Florian Rötzer

1

FR Recently you were criticised as the
prototype of an ‘administrator of theoretical
emptiness’ who has taken up a depoliticised
position. Not long ago you yourself wrote
that today every critical radicality has
become useless. Why?
I don’t mean useless, but pointless.
We’ve already run through the entire cycle
of critical thought. My earlier books were
still thoroughly critical. But since Symbolic Exchange and Death I’ve entered into
another discourse, even though this book is
still critical in so far as there is in it a desire
for a symbolic exchange. The hypothesis of
simulation was also still critically meant in
the sense that in it there was a Situationist

inheritance, and it proceeded from the
existence of alienation. But from then
on there is no longer a desire for another
order or for a subversion in the true sense.
The symbolic order was transcended, and
the critical perspective was left aside. The
critique slipped to the side by itself, not
out of any decided intention.
FR But why do you think critique is
meaningless?
I think it’s meaningless in the sense of
its functioning within our modern systems. We know that every critique, every
opposing force, only feeds the system. At
least we’ve experienced it in that way, and
we’ve had this experience in praxis as well
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as in theory. For me it’s now a matter of
transition from a perspective of the subject
to that of the object, from which there is
no longer any critique. The field of objects
is that of seduction, of fate, of fatality or
another strategy. For critique, one must
preserve the standpoint of the subject with
all of its strategies. And precisely these
strategies seemed to me to be obsolete and
exhausted. But that’s more a challenge than
a fact or a definite philosophical standpoint. It seemed better to me to go beyond
the field of the subject and to speak from
the object, if that’s somehow possible.
That’s perhaps an impossible standpoint,
but we must keep it in mind and entirely
leave aside the standpoint of the subject.
FR But doesn’t this continue the wish for
subversion, in which you attempt to assume
a standpoint that cannot be integrated into
the system? Don’t you then remain critical?
Yes, of course, as soon as one is concerned with language, with discourse, one
remains critically placed. One must bring
this into play in the sense of an engagement. It’s an unstable or metastable critical
perspective. When we have to deal with
language, there is always a subject, but the
endeavour consists precisely in disavowing this subject.
FR So your endeavour consists not in
decentring or dissolving the subject, but in
disavowing it.
Yes, one can observe this in language
itself, as, for example, in humour language
functions by itself through a power of
increase or its own materiality. Then it
functions outside the subject. That would
be, for me, the standpoint of a position
that is ironic and objective at the same
time, and also that of the present theory.
But I leave it entirely undecided whether
my discourse is critical. One can interpret
it critically. One never knows whether one
has successfully gone beyond one’s critical
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shadow, but I’ve made an attempt to do
that.
FR You are also not developing a theory
about states of affairs in the classical sense,
but your writing is more of an experimenting with or a trying out of hypotheses.
Yes, certainly. And the leitmotifs of simulation, seduction or fatal strategies should
also be understood in this way. They are
not concepts but rather hypotheses and
metaphors that run off in spirals and not
in a critical continuum or a dialectic.
FR Then are your writings meant more
as a literary discourse or as games with
thoughts? And to whom or to what do you
want to appeal with them?
I must deny the aesthetic characterisation. It isn’t literature and it isn’t a frivolous
play. I would like it to appear serious, to
be a theory, but not one that reflects the
objective — rather one that is a challenge
to reality, to the principle of reality. It is
certainly not a matter of a critical theory,
but it is not for that reason a type of literature. There must be another game, with
other rules, in which truth is still spoken
about but in another sense. The content,
to be sure, is volatilised more strongly and
does not come into play so frontally as in
a critique.
FR You write that traditional theories
have lost their objects, and also that the
attempt to find or invent truth would no
longer work today. You declare: away with
truth; it only complicates the game!
My theory conforms to its own object.
When I speak of simulation, my discourse
is simulatory; when I speak of seduction,
the theory is also a seduction. Thus it comes
nearer to its object. And when I speak of
fatal strategies, the theory is fatal. There is
no longer a standpoint of the subject, but
object and subject play with one another.
That is no confusion, but a fusion of points
of view. Whether it succeeds or not, I don’t

know.
FR Do you teach sociology in Nanterre?
Yes, unfortunately.
FR Do you understand yourself really to
be a sociologist or more of a philosopher?
Oh, that’s always the critical question.
I can’t actually answer it. I’m certainly not
a sociologist in the strict academic sense,
and I’m also not a philosopher. Today in
France a restaging of philosophy is certainly being carried out.
FR By Lyotard, for example?
Yes, him too. I mean that all of these
disciplines have already had their day.
We’ve had done with them in the sixties
and seventies. I can’t understand why we
should turn back again. It’s not an inheritance because we didn’t do any finished
work. I mean that this postmodern —
I don’t know if this word means that — this
conjuring up of old disciplines is nonsense.
I would like to go further and more quickly beyond them, more than this ghostly
preservation.
FR You spoke before about a Situationist
inheritance. In what connection do you
stand with Situationism?
I’ve always had the tendency to radicality, and I have that in common with the
Situationists. We have not thrown away
subversion, but in spite of that it’s now
past. It all came to an explosion in 1968.
That was an epoch; it is over, but not radicality. It’s still a leitmotif for me.
FR How can one or should one still be
political today?
Today I’m no longer politically engaged.
Transpolitically, perhaps, like Virilio. But
we have done away with this political scenario once and for all. The ideas or passions
must come from somewhere else today.
I see this very well in Nanterre, in this
university where everything started, for
example with Cohn-Bendit. Today it’s an
empty field from which nothing more will

come — that we know with complete certainty. But that’s not something to despair
over. We must keep this desolation in view.
That’s a postulate: it is so! Academic devastation runs parallel to social and political
devastation. That’s the current reality for us
today. The former radicality came from the
subject — it was subjective. Today it comes
perhaps from the field of the object. Today
one can no longer replace the subject; it
has played itself out, but naturally not in
everyday life. We all still subsist on a kind
of banality. But perhaps this banality will
also, somewhere and somehow, turn into
a certain fatality. That interests me, but not
the changes and strategies of the obsolete
subject, be it the subject of the political or
of knowledge or of history. That is naturally meant paradoxically. There is still no
doctrine about it, and one still can’t verify
it. One cannot foresee what comes from
the object. Perhaps it has no consequences; it comes as a pure event or as a pure
experience. That is not meant mystically,
but something arises there whose track
I am on.
FR Doesn’t that mean waiting until
objects begin to act, in so far as we can no
longer act politically ourselves? Doesn’t the
position of expectation simply transfer from
our own acting to the acting of objects, as
a kind of hope that something might yet
happen again?
I’m no prophet. I don’t know, I can’t
know that. For this, I always choose language as a metaphor. One doesn’t know
what comes from it when it can operate
by itself, when the subject pulls itself back.
One doesn’t know what happens then.
It’s always surprising and has a deeper
intensity than what happens through the
subject. It’s a question as to what will happen in time. I have no hope and also no
illusions. Perhaps there is in this between
time, in this epoch at the end of history,
Baudrillard Now
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or however else one expresses it, even if
one cannot take this talk about the end of
history or the end of politics entirely seriously, perhaps there is in this time a span
in which nothing happens. But we are not
discouraged about it. I would like to say
one must allow dead time to live. There are
such times, and we are experiencing such
a time in France right now.
FR Doesn’t this retreat from the political
and from critique have something to do
with the fact that Mitterrand and socialism
are in power in France? Doesn’t disappointment set in because utopia has taken place
in reality?
Naturally. There was, at least, no spring,
no leap over and beyond anything. The
people didn’t get anything they were hoping for by putting the socialists in power.
However, they had no great illusions, so
there is also no real disappointment. What
didn’t come was a coup d’éclat. That must
be there, otherwise the people take no
pleasure in seeing this or that played out
on the political scene. On the contrary,
there was only a countercoup. There was
no political charm and no seduction,
nothing of political energy, no people
who knew how to play with the situation
or would provoke something. They didn’t
dare anything. Here a disappointment sets
in, but it doesn’t touch the content of the
political, rather the style. Nothing will
fundamentally change in future years. In
France, we must live with this desolation
of the between time, with this false or
simulated metastability in the political and
theoretical field. In the United States things
have taken a different turn with Reagan.
There is an overdimension of banality, of
simulated stability there. We don’t possess
this fourth dimension; we remain in the
banality of social and political devastation
where even decline has no vitality. What
is essential in the fact that we disappear
8 Baudrillard Now

or perish is that there is also an art of disappearing that one has or doesn’t have. At
the moment we have no style.
FR You have written about the United
States not only that it is the only wild society on earth, but also that the United States
would be the land of the future. Therefore,
doesn’t the talk of disappearing concern
more than Europe or the European tradition,
which disappears as an independent power
in relation to the United States? In the States
entirely other political ceremonies are possible. You have compared Mitterrand with
Reagan, who can stage euphoria without
deception and confusion, while Mitterrand
cannot cope with the professionalism of
show business in politics. You presumably
conceive the affirmative description of this
situation as a provocation?
The transition from the political into
what is staged and into simulation as such
is entirely banal. The question is whether
this happens with a real dimension of
modernity, whether it is luxuriously staged
or not, otherwise it is petty or affected.
What oppresses us is just this affectation in
contrast to the United States. There, things
take their course entirely of themselves,
even when they’re simulated. We get this
affectation from our petit bourgeois tradition.
FR Isn’t that a very French tendency
toward the luxurious? You like to refer to
the baroque, where politics occurred as
theatre, as staging. In German critical theory — I’m thinking, for example, of Walter
Benjamin — fascism was criticised precisely
for having aestheticised politics. Isn’t that
the same thing you demand when you
conceive of politics as ritual, as ceremony
or as spectacle? Isn’t there hidden in this a
tendency towards the monumental, which
one can also notice in the United States?
Perhaps it’s different there because
everything, politics, sexuality and so on,

enters into the way of life, is secularised.
There is no transcendent religion any
more, also no transcendent sexuality;
everything is treated with this genius of
empiricism. As soon as one has cleansed
it of everything transcendent or subjective, then everything works with a certain
humoristic genius.
FR Would this ironic moment be missing,
then, in fascism?
Yes, certainly. But in the United States
there is no danger at all of fascism. There is
a strange peculiarity with Reagan. Everything is sucked up by publicity staging, and
then there is no more opposition. There
is nothing in front of him and nothing
against him any more. With Reagan and
the United States it is like an advertising
gimmick. The same thing occurs in the
relationship of the United States to the rest
of the world. Perhaps America no longer
has a monopoly of power as it did in the
fifties, but it has become a model and thus
no longer has any ideological contrary,
any opposition. It has a publicity success,
whose symbol was the rise in the value of
the dollar, which is not at all understandable. That is a special effect of American
power, which is no longer objective, not
of weapons, of products, but a power that
corresponds to Reagan. That is the full play
of simulation. The Americans can play this
because they are completely radical in the
line of modernity. We have never experienced this modernity, and we are not in
this radical modernity today.
FR But simulation also turns into reality.
I’m not only thinking about the possible
effects of arms production but also about
events like the military occupation of Grenada, which was also a staged political action,
or about the relationship to Nicaragua. How
can such an action, which has thoroughly
bloody consequences, be articulated in the
conceptuality of simulation?

Simulation does not mean there is no
violence or death. In the United States
there is much violence and great political
passions, but that does not result in any
concept of history, into which they have
not entered at all, just as we have not at
all entered into modernity. These are different worlds, between which there is no
transition.
FR What distinguishes modernity for
you?
For the United States it was the geographical, the transatlantic break with the
older world, such that they consequently
live in a realised utopia. From the beginning they have experienced freedom and
equality as taking place, and in this sense
they have been modern from the beginning. Not, therefore, that they are more
technologically advanced; rather it is a
matter of the principle of utopia: the United States is the utopian world. Everything
that we dreamt forth here, everything
unrealisable, irreal or ideal, has realised
itself there, at least in spirit. Then, to be
sure, one is concerned with the paradoxical situation of what to do with a realised
utopia. One must not only produce it but
also administer it. However, the principle
is different in Europe and gives them such
an immense advantage, not only technically but also mentally.
FR Would America also be for you the
land of posthistory? I believe Kojève talked about the United States and Japan as
societies in which history had already disappeared.
We can speak of posthistory because we
find ourselves in history. Perhaps historical ideals are perishing today without ever
actually being realised. But the Americans
do not suffer from the end of history or the
end of the political because they’ve never
acted from this perspective. Perhaps they
suffer today from having become a world
Baudrillard Now
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model, in the face of which nothing is real
any more. That is their crisis, while our crisis
is that of impossible ideals, of dreams and
phantasms. We have cultivated ideality;
they have simply materialised all concepts
and dreams, and they occupy themselves
pragmatically with their administration.
That’s no postmodernity, that’s radical
modernity. Modernity — postmodernity,
history — posthistory are for us already
old problems. We have simply not radically experienced modernity. In principle,
I don’t know what it means to talk about
the postmodern. Whether things take
another course, a radical or fatal course,
is more interesting than making such
a patchwork with old values, which we
understand as the distinguishing feature
of the postmodern. But I don’t have any
definite view about it. Postmodern is simply a word. Perhaps the word postmodern
is something postmodern and otherwise
nothing.
FR In Germany the concept of posthistory
evokes great rejection, on the one hand, by
those who still understand themselves to be
critical intellectuals, and on the other hand
it’s taken up by people who believe they can
use it to seize upon a social state of affairs.
In Germany, the concept of posthistory was
also used by theorists of a conservative
derivation, for example by Spengler, Gehlen
or Sedlmayr. What is this word actually
supposed to say, since it also speaks about
the end of history, about the social or the
political?
Actually it’s only a way of speaking.
Nothing comes to an end there. I prefer
to interpret it differently: things surpass
themselves; they do not come to an end in
the sense of something existing and then
no longer existing. That would be a realistic
perspective, which isn’t valid, because one
could yet verify an end. But this isn’t the
case. Perhaps there was a history or a polit10 Baudrillard Now

ical principle, but they’ve become sick and
tired of themselves. The space has become
so full and things surpass themselves as
in a hypertelic perspective. They have no
meaning at all, not because they’ve lost
their meaning, but because they have too
much meaning. That means too much for
all, and then they don’t have any meaning
any more. It is thus an intensification into
emptiness or what I interpret as an ecstasy,
but no condition of ending or running
down. Then one sees things somewhat
differently. The leitmotifs of the talk about
the postmodern or posthistory suffer from
too great a realism in their concepts.
FR Lyotard staged a big exhibit in Paris,
and in this connection spoke about a new
sensibility that we would have to develop.
Do you also see in the rapid development
of information technologies and representational worlds the necessity to change our
perceptive capability?
Yes, that’s an attempt to see things
positively or perspectivally. It’s a venture
and in this sense it’s good, but we don’t
know if it’s philosophically good. Whether
information is an intensified volatilisation
of things, whether it’s no answer to a question or brings too many answers with it
and no questioning — that’s a better standpoint. Then it has no consequences. One
cannot interpret it as progress, not even as
technological progress. The volatilisation
of the old would then be more of a kind
of balance, a retrospective science or technology. Perhaps that’s in the sense of the
postmodern, that we can panoramically
condense everything with information
technologies and have it all in front of us.
That isn’t any prospect towards a future,
but the condensation of a tremendously
old world. At this time, we don’t know
beyond this whether or not that means
something else. Naturally, many things
will change in the perception of things, but

it isn’t certain we would have more power
to interpret things. We don’t attain any
interpretive power through informatics.
FR But wouldn’t you bring your talk about
the disappearance of meaning through the
surfeit of information into connection with
the philosophical concept of nihilism, with
Schopenhauer or Nietzsche, for example,
who gave somewhat the same diagnosis
without having experienced the thrust of
technology?
I hope that my standpoint isn’t wistful
or passive. There’s always the objection
that I’m so pessimistic, nihilistic or
apocalyptic. I don’t feel it’s optimistic or
pessimistic. Rather it’s a question of driving logic into an overlogic, and then seeing
what comes of it. People who always seek
to conjure up opposing values or older
values really are pessimistic; they are the
really passive nihilists, as Nietzsche says.
The system itself is nihilistic. We can say
that in the sense that it affects itself nihilistically. But that’s the situation in which
we are naturally included. But when we
take the process further, that’s no longer
nihilism. The entire hope, in so far as there
is any any more, would be the leap beyond
it, but in the same direction because we
don’t possess any counterdirection. Thus,
we could take a chance.
FR There is a book that in Germany at
least has become a bestseller and was written
by an American computer scientist — Hofstadter. The book is called Gödel, Escher,
Bach and the great thesis of this book is that
every system, in so far as it relates to itself —
as in the Gödelian theorem — destroys itself
or surpasses itself. Doesn’t this resemble
your strategy, where you very often describe
simulation in terms of self-reference, consequently, when something is identical to
itself or more real than real? The strategy of
bringing selfreferentiality into ‘machines’,
of not frontally or externally attacking it,

would perhaps still be the only possible subversive activity.
Yes, that would be something like a
malin génie, an evil, demonic spirit. When
one goes at everything from the side or
proceeds from a seduction of things, then
everything is different.
FR Odo Marquard, a German philosopher who comes more from the conservative
corner, advanced the thesis that science and
the life-world produced by it have entered
the way to the fictive. That can at least be
compared with what you have designated as
simulation. The function science had earlier,
namely to be the institution of antifiction, to
stage the real, accrues to art as the modern
antipode to science. Would you be able to
agree with this thesis?
That today, therefore, the real falls on
the side of art? In this sense, I don’t think
much about art as art, as concept or as
transcendence. If one has the hypothesis
that everything no longer takes place in
the field of production or transcendence,
but in an immanence that has no outside,
then there is no reason why art would not
also have lost its own transcendence. It
already staged this loss 150 years ago, this
game with the disappearance of art. It was
a very beautiful game, but today it is played
out, and art is suspended in a counterconsciousness to itself, or in a bad conscience
over itself. It doesn’t know what it wants
to do with itself any more. It can’t accept
transcendence, and it revolutionises itself
in mere convulsions. But no alternatives
from this. Today art is identical to all other
processes. It functions like fashion or like
entropic processes. I no longer see in it
any brilliance or any counterforce in the
real sense. Certainly there are still artists,
better and worse, one can still cultivate a
taste, but there’s no longer any real ground
for aesthetic judgement. I simply can’t
decree whether something is good or not
Baudrillard Now 11

any more. In itself there’s no art any more
than morality. It’s the same simulation
or immorality, or the same intensification. When transcendence intensifies, it
becomes immanence. Art has played the
game of intensification and transcendence;
it has played out its own loss — and now
it’s over!
FR Since the time of European modernity, art was the institution of the production
of appearance and illusion, also of the
spectacle, which you have introduced as
certain anti-Cartesian categories against
modernity’s intention of Enlightenment,
whose rationality always understood itself
as disillusioning and shoved illusion off onto
art. Avant-garde art has offered resistance
against this arrogation and has therefore
turned against itself. Doesn’t your position
still remain within an aesthetic perspective
when you attempt to interpret the world as
spectacle?
Yes, that could be, but not as an aesthetic interpretation. That’s an old category.
Perhaps things will collapse, no longer
as aesthetic, but more brutally, for the
aesthetic is still a mediating category, and
the things that appear today as aesthetic
appear as a simulation of the aesthetic, as
an aesthetic of simulation. There is this,
still. But no greater event than this can
come from the realm of art.
FR Indeed, since romanticism, the great
hope was to shift into the realm of art and
aesthetics in order to develop other paradigms than those of rationality.
Naturally, the power of illusion always
exists. I also insist that would be the fundamental power of illusion. But today’s
art has nothing to do with this power any
more. It has become real or realistic, even
when it’s abstract or playfully postmodern.
Art doesn’t concern itself with its own representation, with its fashionable staging,
with the incursion of illusion any more.
12 Baudrillard Now

No one really plays with illusion any more,
including in the Nietzschean sense of the
word. This power of illusion is lost. What
it can arise from again today are objects,
things, events. Pure events no longer possess the enormous heritage of art. I would
sooner bet on a radical non-culture than
on a new revolution in culture or art,
because we already have too much history
behind us. But perhaps this view comes
from the heritage of Situationism. I always
have something against culture as culture,
against art as art, against philosophy as
philosophy. Even when I talk about the
collapse of the object, this is not about the
object as object, otherwise there would
again be a subject of something. Today’s
art has made itself into the subject of the
game of art, and it doesn’t want to end — it
doesn’t want to end itself.
FR For this reason do you talk about
fatality and not about beauty, which fascinates, in your concept of seduction?
Yes, fatality or irony go beyond the aesthetic. In reality we’ve been concerned for
a long time with a system that is beyond
good and evil, beyond beautiful and ugly.
And we still try to develop new categories
of the old interpretation instead of playing
in the radical field of the system itself. Here
nothing at all aesthetic takes place.
FR Bohrer, who for some time edited
the magazine Merkur, maintains that in
modernity art has discovered the principle
of evil for itself. In Fatal Strategies you have
likewise made the case for a principle of
evil. Would you place yourself, then, in the
tradition of dark writers, which constitutes
a continuum of modern discourse from de
Sade to Nietzsche?
Perhaps there is such a tradition, from
which I do not directly exclude myself.
I have, for example, read a lot of Nietzsche.
But that’s not a reference in the sense of the
history of ideas — rather, it’s at most a con-

nection of referencelessness. The principle
of evil can be brought into modernity only
paradoxically, for taken seriously it is only
nonsense. It has nothing to do with a principle: rather, it’s a metaphor for a twisting
of things, for a perversion of things. This
is how we must act today, because, in their
current course, things turn so positively
towards information that we must not take
upon ourselves any subversion or opposing
force, but rather a twisting or seduction of
things. That would be a principle of evil,
even if the word principle is false, but it’s
already a tie with an untimely tradition.
Fortunately there has always been a heresy
in every society, a certain dissonance, only
in ours there isn’t any, so there isn’t any to
be rediscovered. But not in the sense of
a historical contradiction or a dialectic,
rather as a position that’s radical in the
Manichaean sense.
FR Is how one should relate to modernity
a meaningful question for you? Lyotard, for
example, criticises trans-avant-gardism, 1
as in the Italian painters and the German
Wilden, because they relate themselves to
the tradition unreflectively.
The modern and modernity are not categories for me. For example, when I talk
about the radical modernity of the United
States, it is not a matter of fact, but of fiction. For me there is no real progress, only
a leap into fiction. The categories ‘modern’
or ‘traditional’ are too referential. For me,
the play of fiction is also essential in theory. Basically, it’s all the same to me how
one relates to the modern or can come to
terms with modernity.
FR So you also wouldn’t defend the project of the modern, as Habermas demands
in Germany?
No, those are obsolete insights. It once
made sense, but now, as Canetti says, we
1 For example, see ‘Answering the Question: What is Postmodernism?’, in J.-F. Lyotard (1984), The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, Manchester: Manchester
University Press, pp. 71–82. [Editors]

have already crossed this line. All rhetoric
or dialectic concerning it, as if one had to
make a decision about it, seems to me to
be over.
FR At the beginning you talked about the
fact that one also has to accept the condition of desolation in politics. Now, in France
there was the Greenpeace affair. It was
obvious, at least as far as I could follow it
in Germany, that French intellectuals have
largely remained completely silent about it.
To what do you attribute this speechlessness,
which is indeed also an effect of depoliticisation? Power seems to be able to make
everything immune to criticism.
Yes, there was a kind of implicit or silent
compromise between the intellectuals and
the politicians, because the socialists have
also absorbed and pocketed the will to
speak. The intellectuals don’t feel the need
to say anything any more. Perhaps at this
time there is stagnation in the intellectual
field, but above all the will to speak has
entirely disappeared.
FR Glucksmann, for example, affirms the
politics of rearmament, but the role of criticism and engagement seems to be missing.
Yes, Glucksmann takes up the last
position, perhaps to stand up for human
rights, but it remains a position of reaction that sets itself against an opponent.
It transpires with energy and courage,
but those are old virtues. If today one no
longer wants to take up a reactionary position, then there are no others, no correct
ones any more. Silence is not necessarily
negative, just like the silence of the masses.
One must interpret it rather as suspense.
The ambiguity of political power is presently so great that the intellectuals remain
silent — which might also mean that today
it no longer makes sense to understand
oneself as an intellectual and to speak
from this position. It is as nonsensical as
it is arrogant. Of course, there is much to
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be said about Greenpeace, especially about
the role of the media more than that of
the secret service, which only did its job.
The complicity of the media with political
power was nevertheless really frightful.
They didn’t play their modern role, as in
Watergate, for example. At present it’s a
wretched situation in France. But one can
only interpret an event like Greenpeace
as a symptom, and we’re tired of merely
counting off symptoms. That doesn’t make
sense. It was people’s secret pleasure that
everything is headed for a catastrophe.
There was such a play of Schadenfreude
over politics, which is perhaps not yet at
an end. We don’t have any illusions about
the political intelligence of the socialists.
No one was surprised. It was the chance
for a political uproar, but it didn’t happen.
FR Is that also a symptom of the fact that
political power, the stage of power, merely
revolves around itself and doesn’t interest
anyone any more?
Certainly this as well. What in principle takes place in this scene are not really
events. They are events that draw no consequences behind them. It’s amazing how
it happens today. Before, governments
would have fallen immediately because
of it. That doesn’t happen any more today
because the scene is empty and desolate.
No one makes anything of it, and political
power has no confidence in itself, in its
decisions, and the people have no confidence in the rulers. Everything runs in an
empty circulation; everything works, but
there’s no engagement.
FR How could one still be engaged?
Subjectively I can’t say, but I believe the
others can’t either. The scenario corresponds to the hypothesis of indifference.
Events are merely simulated, or they aren’t
events any more, because everything takes
place against a background of indifference.
They are events of indifference. They don’t
14 Baudrillard Now

mean anything any more because they
don’t spring from differences or power
relations, but from apathy. An event like
the one in the Brussels stadium would be
very easy to interpret as such. It’s still only a
matter of upheavals against a background
of indifference. If one wants to interpret
everything as a play of difference, then one
is mistaken. Indifference is otherwise not
nothing; it isn’t an emptiness, but a power.
However, we can’t yet interpret today what
will come of it. We still don’t have an interpretation for that.
Translated by Gary E. Aylesworth
© ‘Jean Baudrillard’, in F. Rötzer (ed.)
(1995), Conversations with French Philosophers, New Jersey: Humanities Press, pp.
17–29.
“Things Surpass Themselves” is published here by kind permission of Florian
Rötzer.

America and China as Hyperreal:
Jean Baudrillard and Bo Yang
Thorsten Botz-Bornstein
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Introduction
churned and as a result, the thick paste of
The starting points of the present reflec- its culture has prevented the development
tion are Jean Baudrillard’s America and Bo of Chinese civilization 1. To this “soy paste
Yang’s The Ugly Chinaman. Yang uses his 1 The distinction between culture and civilization is not
leading concept, the Chinese soy paste vat, well embedded in the English language but has remained
in some other European and in non-European
as a metaphor for Chinese culture, by means meaningful
languages. ‘Culture’ (from Latin cultura) is the older term
of which he tries to come to terms with and corresponds to the Latin form also in its content; the term
the Chinese past and present. According civilization (from Latin civis) was coined later and developed
rapidly, especially in Eighteenth Century France and later also
to Yang, Chinese culture develops through in England while the concept of ‘culture’ with its respective
fermentation and an infinite process of meanings was developed mainly in Germany. Roughly the
distinctive line can be drawn like this: civilization refers
indiscriminately adding cultural compo- more to material, technical, economic, and social facts while
nents, which resembles the production of culture is supposed to conceptualize spiritual, intellectual
artistic phenomena, or at least, results of individual or
soy paste in a vat. Yang’s thesis states that and
collective human expression instead abstract systems. The
the cultural elements within the 5000 year- German usage of Zivilisation has always alluded to a utilitarouter aspect of human existence subordinated to Kultur,
old vat of Chinese culture have never been ian,
which was perceived as the “real” being of humans, society,
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vat theory” of Chinese culture, I oppose a
vision of America that has been elaborated
on by several authors, most famously by
Jean Baudrillard and Umberto Eco. The
hyperreal America is best encountered in
simulated places like Disneyland and Las
Vegas but is perceptible on many different levels within American civilization.
In America, Baudrillard experiences the
New World through an exoticizing lens
of estrangement that has been shocking
for many Americans because the country
appears as distant and culturally removed
as if the author were writing about China.
Hyperreal America is the “Desert America” most present in California and in the
Midwest; it is the America of cleanliness,
politeness, and happiness settled in a
utopian future, which is unquestionably
civilized, but which foreign visitors most
often find “culturally empty.” Baudrillard
draws an interesting picture of American
civilization: a straightforward, and predominantly utopian affair, indefatigably
preoccupied with turning things into
material realities and largely unable to
ironize upon the future because American
civilization is supposed to be the future by
definition.
Both China and America engage in
and their achievements. The distinction remains relevant
in a world where cultures (both local and global), tradition,
and modernity collide. In 1961, Paul Ricœur launched a
debate on the cross fertilization between rooted culture and
universal civilization (Ricœur 1965), pointing to ideas of
regionalism that would become eminent in the future. Since
then, the culture-civilization debate has become important in
the context of postmodern situations of fragmentation. For
example, Ibrahim Abu-Rabi, in his study of Middle Eastern
political culture, points to the “frequently expressed view
that there is an Islamic civilization and not just culture or
cultures” in the modern Muslim world” (Abu-Rabi 2004:
188). Abu-Rabi claims that because the Muslim world has
failed to develop its capitalist system in the modern period
and has become dependent on the world capitalist system,
“the Muslim world has culture but lacks civilization” (189).
More precise explanations can be found in my article “What
is the Difference between Culture and Civilization? Two
Hundred Fifty Years of Confusion” in Comparative Civilizations Review 66, Spring 2012, pp. 10–28 as well as in the
book La Chine contre l’Amérique (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2012).
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cultural/civilizational simulations of the
highest degree. China’s Confucian simulation of culture and America’s utopian
simulation of civilization suggest identical
copies of either culture (China) or civilization (America) for which no original
has ever existed. Baudrillard’s “concrete
mythology of America” that is entirely
made of civilization finds its counterpart
in the Confucian myth of Chinese culture
produced by the soy paste vat.
Bo Yang’s the Ugly Chinaman
The Taiwanese writer Bo Yang (柏
楊,1920–2008) plays out Chinese culture
against American civilization. In 1985,
he published a collection of speeches and
interviews under the title The Ugly Chinaman and the Crisis of Chinese Culture
(English 1991) 2. The Ugly Chinaman is
an aggressive piece, but despite of the
scathing criticism of Chinese culture/
civilization and the apparent glorification
of America that it suggests, The Ugly Chinaman does not propagate the wholesale
Westernization of China. The book also
contains a great deal of irony, impressionistic flashes of the mind, as well as
descriptions of the instantaneously comical content of everyday Chinese life.
In no instance can it be understood as a
systematic continuation of mid-nineteenth
century Chinese debates between traditionalists and reformers. As a matter of
fact, Bo Yang does not explicitly talk about
modernization or westernization, nor does
he delve into classical modernization projects, such as liberal democracy, capitalist
free enterprise and rational technologies.
Instead, his aim is to provide sketches of
Chinese situations whose “lack of civilization” is obvious to him; he proceeds
Bo Yang wrote novels and popular history books with an
output of over two hundred works. The Ugly Chinaman is
by far his most famous book. From 1967 to 1976, Bo Yang
has been imprisoned in Taiwan because of his tendentious
translation of a Popeye comic strip that the Kuomintang interpreted as a disguised mockery of President Chiang Kai-shek.
2

only to tentative theorizations 3.
The book was never meant for an academic audience, as show Yang’s monolithic
use of a concept of “Chinese culture” as
well as his vague presentation of “Confucianism.” Still, as a piece of literature, The
Ugly Chinaman provides intuitive insights.
Yang’s leading concept is that of the Chinese
soy paste vat, which he uses throughout
the text as a metaphor for Chinese culture.
The soy paste vat is common in Northern
China and serves the production of a paste
similar to Japanese miso. Foreigners most
likely become acquainted with it while
eating Beijing duck. The contents of the
vat — soybeans and wheat flour — are
never stirred, and its fluidity is reduced
to a sticky thickness until the ingredients
begin to ferment. “It’s as viscous as mud,
and doesn’t flow. Because the paste remains
in the vat untouched and unstirred, and
because the water content is constantly
evaporating, the paste grows thicker and
thicker as time goes by. Chinese culture
undergoes a similar process” (40). In a
lighthearted fashion, Yang attributes all
ills of Chinese society to the soy paste vat
culture (jianggang wenhua) among which
there are infighting, pettiness, ignorance,
self-indulgence and self-pitying.
The idea of a fermenting vat of culture is
not entirely unknown in the West. Herder
(1744–1803) called the Middle Ages the
age of fermentation. However, Herder’s
idea is more inspired by the process of wine
making where the seemingly unhealthiest
fermentation will produce a culture of a
higher order in the form of the Renaissance or protestant culture: “Observe
how the church had to produce so much
horror, error, insipidity, and blasphemy;
how so many ages had to struggle, scream
His work follows the tradition of the satirical essay called
zawen (雜文), much used by Lu Xun (魯迅) and brought to a
revival in the 1950s and 1960s in both the Peoples’ Republic
of China and Taiwan.
3

and strive for progress, before your Reformation, or your light and brilliant deism
could come about” (Herder 1877–1913:
528/217). For Herder fermentation is
necessary to produce “pure, divine elixir.”
Another concept reminiscent of the soy
paste vat is the philosophical ‘brain in
a vat’ metaphor according to which the
brain is suspended in a vat full of liquid
and wired to a computer which is feeding
our current experiences under the control
of a scientist. The Matrix-like vision can
be traced to philosophical sources like
Descartes’ evil demon theory (according
to which the reality we perceive is a dream
produced by an evil demon in order to
delude us) or to Plato’s allegory of the
cave. These conceptions suggest that our
reason might be flawed because we rely on
flawed perceptions, but through intellectual means, we can get out of the vat and
perceive reality the way it really is. In any
case, this metaphor suggests that the vat
is a limitation of our cognitive/perceptual
horizon, which makes it similar to Yang’s
soy paste vat.
Another scientific metaphor aims more
at the content of the vat, that is, the paste.
Cognitive science uses concepts such
as the “soup of human culture” or the
“ideosphere” to represent a shared mental
landscape (Hofstadter 1986). The idea of
“the soup of human culture” comes from
Richard Dawkins who suggested that
gene-like cultural elements called memes
(for example tunes or ideas) are brought
together to ferment in a sort of cultural
vat (Dawkins 1989: 194). However, the
ideal view is that the soup of culture is not
self-enclosed because total confinement
will prevent its evolution. An eventual
opening towards the outside world is
essential.
Normally, reality should be the product of an interaction between matter and
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time, which is not the case in Yang’s soy
paste vat. Instead of evolving through the
progressive passage of civilization, culture remains enclosed until it produces a
self-sufficient reality. For Yang this is the
reason why both the Chinese economy and
Chinese political culture have remained
static and evolved into a culture of secrecy
in which a mystifying examination system
and bureaucracy would set the standards.
Yang’s interesting idea is thus that China’s deplorable state is not due to a lack
of culture, but, on the contrary, to a surplus of culture that the country has been
unable to handle through an appropriate
civilizing process and which — in the very
end — prevented it from becoming “civilized.” Yang’s view of civilization is very
much in line with Oswald Spengler’s theory which holds that “pure civilization, as a
historical process, consists in a progressive
taking-down of forms that have become
inorganic or dead” (Spengler: 32). Culture must go through civilization in order
to reject antiquated elements and to get
updated in time. Without this dialectics of
culture and civilization (or, to stay close to
Bachelard’s system, without the dialectics
of a cultural dream and real time), culture
will become a paste and function as a ballast holding the country back. Even worse,
culture will begin to represent a reality on
its own.
Bo Yang’s America
Bo Yang puts forward America because
its “civilization” has made a deep impression on him during his visits. At the obvious
risk of being accused of Americaphilia,
Yang affirms that America has everything
the Chinese do not have, such as the ability to act civilly to others (55); the ability to
take logical steps to solve their problems
and gradually reduce racial prejudice (95)
and install tolerance (Yang refers to the
racial prejudice in China); politeness (per18 Baudrillard Now

sistent thanking and sorrying) (70); and
an absence of provincial prejudice compelling him to ask, “have you ever heard
of people from Virginia trying to exclude
people from Arizona from their state?”
(93). Being asked who, in his opinion, has
made the greatest contribution to mankind, Yang indicates the “Anglo-Saxons”
(and not the English) because it is them
who invented the parliamentary system
of government and a relatively equitable
juridical system.
The Ugly Chinaman would certainly be
classified as slanderous and racist were its
author not Chinese. What saves him is
not only his Chineseness, but also a good
portion of humor. Unfortunately, these
attributes were not found convincing
enough by the Taiwanese authorities who
imprisoned Bo Yang in 1967. After Yang’s
arrest, his defender, the well known nuclear physicist Sun Guanhan, said that “what
imprisoned or destroyed Mr. Bo Yang was
that discovery of his: the soy paste mentality of the Chinese people” (Lancashire
1982: 685).
Baudrillard’s America
Bo Yang’s soy paste vat theory of Chinese culture can be compared to a vision
of American civilization inscribed at the
opposite end of a scheme that opposes
culture to civilization. Both Chinese
culture and American civilization share
the ontological features of hyperreality
and of simulation. In order to illustrate
this paradoxical parallelism, I will compare The Ugly Chinaman with Jean
Baudrillard’s America. As a piece of critical
literature on America, Baudrillard’s America is tortuous. Straightforward critiques
of American culture could go in the same
direction as those of The Ugly Chinaman,
that is, towards the critique of a concrete
quality to be found in American culture.
Such critiques do exist. ‘Ugly American’

refers to the loud, arrogant, demeaning,
thoughtless, and ethnocentric behavior
of some American citizens abroad, but
also at home. Straightforward critical or
self-critical writings on American culture
criticize a particular redneck culture or
a culture of “the boomer, the shark, the
horse-trader” (Cash 1941: 18) depicting
America in a way not so different from
how Bo Yang characterized China. Criticisms of redneck culture are intended to
illustrate America’s lack of culture, but
also a certain lack of civilization. When
Thomas Sowell describes rednecks and
crackers as boasters and threateners given
to bombastic self-dramatization, excelling
in academic and sexual laxity, showiness,
and corruption (Sowell 2005: 13, 237), it
is obvious that what he criticizes is the
rednecks’ simultaneous lack of culture and
civilization.
Baudrillard goes in a completely different direction as he intends to deal
with neither the non-cultural America of
the rednecks nor the America of culture.
Baudrillard clearly declares that a cultural
America exists, but that he is not interested
in this aspect. What fascinates Baudrillard
is the most American quality that America
has to offer, which for Baudrillard, is the
America of the desert: “I went in search
of astral (sidéral) America, not social
and cultural America, but the America
of the empty, absolute freedom of the
freeways, not the deep America of mores
and mentalities, but the America of desert
speed, of motels and mineral surfaces”
(Baudrillard 1986: 10/5). Baudrillard’s
book is not a critique of American culture
(or even the possible lack of it), but rather
a description and critique of American
civilization, which is why Baudrillard’s
work can be conceived of as the mirror
image of Bo Yang’s critique of China. JeanFrançois Mathy finds that Baudrillard

“distinguishes, in Spenglerian terms, a
mere civilization from a genuine culture”
(Mathy 1990: 275). “Desert America” is
more than its concrete manifestations; it is
a concept that permeates, like an abstract
structure, all of American civilization.
There is, in Baudrillard’s opinion, a sort
of absolute American civilization that “no
[American] is able of analyzing, least of
all the American intellectuals shut away
on their campuses, dramatically cut off
from the fabulous concrete mythology all
around them” (28/23).
Nobody should doubt that America
has plenty of culture. However, wherever
we encounter this culture we will find that
it makes America less “American.” There
are also, in America, pockets of “non-civilization” like redneck culture or ghetto
culture, but even this does not interfere
with the idea of “American Civilization” as
a concept. On the contrary, it can be argued
that the existence of such uncivilized parts
within a civilized culture is possible only
because the overall civilizational tissue of
America is extremely strong.
“Americanness” is a matter of civilization by definition and here Americans
score better than anybody else. Baudrillard
states that “the distinctions that are made
elsewhere have little meaning. It would be
misguided to focus on aspects of an American civility that is often in fact far superior
to our own (in our land of ‘high culture’)
and then to point out that in other respects
the Americans are barbarians” (67/67).
Politeness, sincerity, soft-spokenness and
all the other items that Bo Yang found to
be missing in Chinese culture — we find
plenty of in America as long as we are
not among rednecks. There is no lack of
civilization in America. There might be
a lack of culture, but any discussion of a
non-cultural or anti-cultural America is
bound to get entangled in an intellectually
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unsteerable relativism. In a way, redneck
culture or even American ghetto culture
are cultures. But in principle, America
is the land of civilization, a civilization
that is pure and abstract not because it is
opposed to culture, but simply because it
is not concerned with culture.
Dick Meyer, in his critique of contemporary American culture entitled Why We
Hate Us argues along these lines. First Meyer
notes that “we perceive other Americans as
belligerent in arguments, boorish in manners, vulgar and violent in entertainment,
greedy in business, ostentatious in style,
and phony in a big way” (Meyer 2008: 15).
However, his main criticism is not directed against these “cultural” components
that clearly denote a lack of civilization.
On the contrary, Meyer puts in the center
of his cultural criticism an America suffering from over-civilization that overlaps
with Baudrillard’s desert civilization — an
America of faux-chateaus and sensitive
therapy; of plastic surgery advertisements
on billboards next to the busiest roads; and
the America of ‘It’s a great day at ServePro,
this is Emily, how can I help you.’ It is the
America that many foreigners experience
as a friendly enhanced world, safely programmed, market tested and always ready
for an Oprah Winfrey quick-fix. It is the
America of middle-class suburbs and their
emptiness; of the sprawling, repetitive and
forgettable landscape that has supplanted
the original promise of suburban life with
a hollow imitation (see Meyer: 130). It is
the America where the only people still
allowed to be offended are straight white
men with a full head of hair (188). This is
not cultural but civilized America offering
the foreigner’s gaze a perfectly polished
civilizational surface with a fascinating
cultural void behind it.
Desert means “no desire.” It symbolizes
an accomplished civilization for which the
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word utopia seems to be the most fitting.
Desire, just like charm or eroticism, are
“heavy” components that could prevent
civilization from adopting the accomplished lightness so typical for American
civilization. Desire is always the desire of
something that has not yet been reached
and a perfect utopia is supposed to contain no such desire. Indeed, “desire is still
something deeply natural, [and] we are
living off its vestiges in Europe. (…). [In
America] the cities are mobile deserts.
No monuments and no history: the exaltation of mobile deserts and simulation”
(119/123).
“Eros is not American,” (84) has said an
earlier French traveler, Claude Roy, about
a continent that he found clean and septic,
pointing out that “American love remains
unsophisticated and frustrated, clumsy
and anxious, frenzied and hypocrite,
committed to a contradictory and lively
civilization whose terrible ripping and
magnificent gushing it reflects” (Roy 1949:
84). It can be concluded that American
civilization is just as unerotic as a soy paste
vat but for exactly the opposite reasons.
Nobody who is living in a soy paste vat
is capable of having any desire — except
getting out of it — because life is so saturated by culture that there is no culture
left to desire. ‘Civilization as desert’ is thus
the conceptual counterpart of culture as a
soy paste vat. Both come into being when
either culture or civilization exist in isolation and do not “desire” each other within
a dialectical movement:
American culture is heir to the deserts, but the deserts here are not part of
a Nature defined by contrast with the
town. Rather they denote the emptiness,
the radical nudity that is the background
to every human institution. At the same
time, they designate human institutions as
a metaphor of that emptiness and the work

of man as the continuity of the desert, culture as a mirage and as the perpetuity of
the simulacrum (Baudrillard: 63/63).
The clean desert civilization is one of
Puritanism and of asceticism. According
to Baudrillard, “America always gives
me a feeling of real asceticism. Culture,
politics — and sexuality too — are seen
exclusively in terms of the desert, which
here assumes the status of a primal scene”
(32/28). American politeness, for example,
is pure civilization manifesting itself as the
“eternal smile of communication” (36/33).
Finally, the brutal naïveté, alien to all sense
of speculation or irony through which this
absolute civilization is implemented, does
not make it less primitive or savage than
the soy paste culture. To this point, Baudrillard argues that, “deep down in the US,
with its space, its technological refinement,
its bluff good conscience, even in those
spaces which it opens up for simulation,
is the only remaining primitive society”
(12–13/7). While Bo Yang had declared
the Chinese to be primitive because of
their over-abundance of culture, Baudrillard does not hesitate in calling Americans
primitive because of their over-abundance
of civilization. He states that, “everything
here still bears the mark of primitive
society: technology, the media, total simulation” (63).
Any criticism of America must be
directed against this particular concept
of civilization. American civilization can
only be criticized because of its autonomous status that makes any dialectical
movement reflecting civilization against
culture impossible by definition. America
is not “bad” because its evil culture will kill
another that we [the Europeans] believe to
be superior. Precisely, the “problem” with
much of American culture is that it can be
reduced to civilization:
In this sense, [civilizational America]

is naïve and primitive; it knows nothing
of the irony of concepts, nor the irony of
seduction. It does not ironize upon the
future or destiny. It gets on with turning
things into material realities. Santa Barbara is a paradise, Disneyland is a paradise,
America is a paradise. Paradise is just
paradise, mournful, monotonous and
superficial though it may be, it is paradise
(95/97–98).
The mirroring effect between America
and China becomes clear here. While the
Chinese hold that their culture is civilization through the emperor’s Mandate of
heaven, the Americans are socialized to
see their civilization as “American culture.”
Disneyland and the Soy Paste Vat
We hear an echo of Bo Yang when Baudrillard criticizes the European soy bean
vat as a “primitive accumulation of time”
(76/76) that Americans are luckily lacking.
The American problem is of another kind.
The spontaneous tendency to transcend
reality towards a purely civilizational
ideal makes Americans lose reality for the
opposite reason. Francis Hsu has noted
that “while Chinese have always moved
within the limitations of the familiar and
what can be perceived by the senses [and]
have never overly interested themselves
in high abstraction, [Americans] express
their feelings about either the present or
the past in terms of an imagined future”
(Hsu 1970: 372, 363). This imagined
future is a utopian expression of an ideal
civilization. Cornel West finds that the
American “indigenous mode of thought
subordinates (…) immediate problems to
utopian possibilities” (West 1989: 5).
The result is the production of a perpetual presence of signs leading to perpetual
simulation making Americans lose reality
in a way similar to how the Chinese lose
reality in a soy bean vat. This is the reason
why Baudrillard equates the exaltation of
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mobile deserts with simulation, and why
desert and simulation are for him the same
concepts. The problem is an immediacy of
cultural perception that is not constrained
by having to think civilization through
culture or by transcending culture towards
civilization because it is pure civilization.
Utopia is only achieved when there is only
civilization and no history or culture, that
is, when this civilization has established
itself immediately. American civilization
does not feel the need to transcend because
it is transcendence. Americans lose reality
to simulation through an overabundance
of civilizational transcendence just like
the Chinese lose reality through a lack of
civilizational transcendence by shutting
themselves into a windowless soy bean vat.
This is why Americans are the representatives of the most extreme form of
utopian civilizationism while Confucians
(according to Bo Yang) are the representatives of the most extreme form of
historicism and culturalism. As a mere
mixture of discursive categories, the Chinese soy paste contains too many concrete
items that too often do not seem to be
linked through any abstract structure.
American civilization, on the other hand,
is made only of codes and nuclear categories. “America as a Concept” is a logical
structure that is infinitely reproduced. The
result, according to Baudrillard, is that
any gas station, any Burger King, or Midwestern American street represents the
whole of American civilization. When the
present is utopia, when culture is civilization, when the dream is reality, everything
flows into a paradoxical arrangement “just
as it is” which is, for Baudrillard, the most
paradigmatic idea summarizing American
civilization. This can also be described by
the paradoxical concept of the “pragmatic
dream” (32/28) which gives Americans
the right to be “simply what they are” and
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which is, finally, the reason why “Americans have no sense of simulation. They are
themselves simulation in its most developed state, but they have no language in
which to describe it, since they themselves
are the model” (32/28–29).
When Baudrillard establishes a causal
link between desert civilization and the loss
of reality or the transformation of reality to
simulation, this is the exact reverse of Bo
Yang’s soy paste vision of culture in which
people are lacking windows enabling them
to perceive the reality outside the vat. The
soy paste vat culture is achieved when
there is no immediacy and everything can
be traced back to history. This is “absolute
culture.” Against this, “absolute civilization,” does not form an organic body made
of present and past but exists outside the
aspirations of cultural duration. Still, the
procedure leads to an identical result: a
vision of a world that is “just as it is,” no
matter if it is called culture or civilization.
The driving forces of absolute civilization
are not those of “an ‘objective’ conception
of historical transformation,” but instead
they “are utopia and morality [and] the
concrete idea of happiness and mores”
(88/90). While in Europe, politics and culture remain a primitive backdrop against
which any civilization must formulate its
strategies (75/75), in America, the utopian
sphere itself is the backdrop, which makes
its civilization absolute and desert-like.
The parallelism between Baudrillard
and Bo Yang’s brain in the vat scenario
becomes most obvious when it comes to
the perception of reality. The hallucinating
goo of the cultural soy paste in which reality gets entangled has found its counterpart
in a civilization that creates culture in the
form of a mirage or a simulacrum. Here,
“everything is destined to appear as simulation. Landscapes as photography, women
as the sexual scenario, thoughts as writing,

terrorism as fashion and the media, events
as television. Things seem to exist only by
virtue of this strange destiny. You wonder
whether the world itself isn’t just here to
serve as an advertizing copy in some other
world” (35/32). The endless copying that
is supposed to establish a civilization finds
a parallel in Chinese culture since China
produces culture in the form of a writing
that bears the same traits of hyperreality.
Chinese culture produces itself out of
nothing.
Conclusion
The main similarities between the
American simulation as a manifestation of
a utopia of civilization and Chinese simulation produced by a cultural soy paste vat
are that both give priority to reproduction
over production; both designate references
prior to designating the referent; and both
are self-referential that is, both produce
identical copies of either culture (China)
or civilization (America) for which no
original has ever existed. Baudrillard’s
“concrete mythology of America” that
is entirely made of civilization finds its
counterpart in the myth of Chinese culture produced by the soy paste vat. Both
concepts are symmetrical opposites, but
produce identical attributes. American
civilization is indestructible because its
abstract and general values are not linked
to geographical, historical, or cultural
positions. Chinese culture is indestructible
because it is only identified with a particular historical and geographical position.
The Chinese soy paste vat suffers from the
inability to produce values able to define
China as a coherent nation and not simply
as a vast group of people united by race and
common historical experiences. American
civilization is based on self-sufficient ideas
such as liberty and democracy and has
neither the need nor the capacity to derive
values from history and concrete culture.

I have developed the above thoughts
more thoroughly in my book La Chine
contre l’Amérique. Culture sans civilisation
contre civilisation sans culture? (Paris:
L’Harmattan, 2012, 207 pages) as well as in
various articles in English.
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Re-literation and Remixing
the Self on Social Media
Steve Gennaro and Blair Miller

3

(Re)Mapping Remixes
In theorizing about the self and digital
media, it is worthwhile to posit a certain
way of thinking about digital media and
its relationship with identity that both
respects its dynamism, that possibility for
change and expression, as well as being
keenly aware of its perils. The work of
Jean Baudrillard inhabits this space comfortably, marrying the contemporary self
with notions of simulation, representation
and reality. He is overtly aware of an old
allegory in our popular literature, surfacing in Borges and even Lewis Carroll: that

of a map made to a scale of one-to-one. 1
In these fables, the maps become such a
direct and faithful representation that the
real spaces they depict become virtually
(and that word is not used here lightly)
redundant. This is at once an odd, reasonable, worrisome, liberating, accessible and
yet elusive idea — that humanity might be
so adept at replicating reality and anything
within it that there could be a vanishing
point of distinction between map and
territory, original and copy, or a live bass
bar and a sample. While it remains to be
Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra And Simulation, trans. Sheila
Faria Glaser, (University of Michigan Press, 1994), 1.
1
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seen how much actual control this affords
any user, the thought of losing/finding
one’s self in representational digital media
is now a ubiquitous one. The map is the
world, and few people wish to be bothered
with the details of otherwise because of
what it might say about the world.
Now imagine if users could change
and remodel the map as they went, each
their own cartographer… and imagine if
the map is the self.
Put simply, music is sound, and sound
is vibration, or movement within space. So
musicians, singers and DJs — those who
make music — make maps. Indeed, one
is generally primed to move in the way
these sorts of maps suggest. For the night
club DJ, part of their artistic expression
comes not only from selecting a playlist of
songs that will ignite the dance floor and
encourage the audience to dance the night
away, but also from their ability to take an
existing song and remix it. To remix is to
remake, to refashion, and to restyle. It is
to take media that already exists and alter
that media to create something new. In
musical terms, it requires the DJ to take an
existing song and alter its composition to
sound differently, separating themselves
as artists from those who limit their performances to replaying already-existing
songs left intact. Remixes can be large in
scale or minute in changes but in all cases
what appears from the change in composition is not the same song but instead a new
artistic creation. Sometimes this remix is
as simple as a change in pace, like the 2002
JXL remake of Elvis Presley’s 1968 “A Little Less Conversation” that “took the ripe
remixable bones of Elvis and produced a
genuine novelty smash hit” by re-releasing
the song with a dance beat background
and more than 25 years after his death
returned Elvis Presley to the top of the sin-
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gles chart in at least 10 countries. 2 Other
times the remix is a mashup of two or more
existing media texts to create a hybrid that
encompasses components from multiple
spaces, such as Danger Mouse’s 2004 The
Grey Album which placed the acapella
rhymes of rapper Jay-Z’s The Black Album
against the backdrop of a remixed version
of The Beatles The White Album to create
an entirely new product. 3
This fluid expression through use
within media is by no means restricted to
music, though metaphors overlapping the
two are strikingly consistent. All media
are a remix, as all forms of media build on
pre-existing media, never replacing, and
only remediating. 4 Jay David Bolter and
Richard Grusin introduced the notion of
remediation to understanding new media
at the turn of the millennium by exploring
the processes by which new technologies
refashion existing media in a continuing
quest for improved hypermediacy and
immediacy. 5 As such, the multi-mediated
technology of smartphones in combination
with the multifaceted digital environments
Angus Harrison, “Why Elvis vs JXL’s “A Little Less Conversation” Still Matters 15 Years Later How a Dutch producer’s 2002 big beat remix took the world by storm,” last
modified May 10, 2017,
https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/ypa35w/elvis-vs-jxls-a-little-less-conversation-feature
3
Charles Fairchild, “Why the Grey Album still matters — in
black and white,” last modified October 13, 2014,
http://theconversation.com/why-the-grey-album-still-mattersin-black-and-white‑31473
4
Remix: “A music remix, in general, is a reinterpretation
of a pre-existing song, meaning that the “spectacular aura”
of the original will be dominant in the remixed version”
Mashup: “There are two types of mashups, which are defined by their functionality. The first mashup is regressive;
it is common in music and is often used to promote two or
more previously released songs…[t]he second mashup is
reflexive, and is usually found outside of music, and most
commonly in web 2.0 applications. Some examples of this
genre include news feed remixes as well as maps with specific
local information. This second form of mashup uses samples
from two or more elements to access specific information
more efficiently, thereby taking them beyond their initial
possibilities.”
Both definitions taken from Navas E. “Regressive and Reflexive Mashups in Sampling Culture,” in Mashup Cultures
ed. S. Sonvilla-Weiss (Springer, 2010).
5
Jay David Bolter and Robert Grusin, Remediation: Understanding New Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999).
2

of social media platforms are themselves
remixes of previous technologies (audio,
visual, and digital) and patterns of social
relations whose hypermediacy and
immediacy have altered the structures of
identity storytelling through which people
digitally speak themselves into existence. 6
Working with a constitutive force akin
to technology, language is also a remix and
is therefore subject to the same logic as the
remediation of technological standpoints.
As Robert K. Logan argues in his 1997 book
The Fifth Language: Learning a Living in
the Computer Age, technology should
be viewed as language since technology,
like language, builds on the features of its
predecessors while adding a number of
new information-processing elements of
its own. 7 In Homo Deus the 2015 follow
up to the best-selling Sapiens, Yuval Noah
Harari suggests that Dataism privileges
algorithms as a new, remediated, and universal language for the 21st century where
“musicologists, economists, and cell biologists can finally understand each other.” 8
The language of Dataism comes about as
a mashup of Charles Darwin’s Origin of
Species and Alan Turing’s Turing machine.
Harari notes “Dataists believe that humans
can no longer cope with the immense flow
of data, hence they cannot distil data into
information, let alone knowledge into
wisdom. Therefore, the work of processing
data should be entrusted to electronic
algorithms.” 9 While Harari ‘s argument
that equates the emergence of Dataism
to a modern-day religion is debatable, his
discussion connects rapid advancements
“A profile can be seen as a form of digital body where
individual must write themselves into being.” Danah Boyd,
“Why Youth (Heart) Social Network Sites: The Role of Networked Publics in Teenage Social Life,” in Youth, Identity,
and Digital Media Volume, ed. David Buckingham (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007).
7
Robert K Logan, The Fifth Language: Learning a Living
in the Computer Age, (Stoddart Pub, 1997).
8
Yuval Noah Harari, Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow, (Harper, 2017).
9
Ibid. Page 429.
6

of technology and the resulting hypermediacy and immediacy of information
with the required need for a newer structure of language to properly process this
information. If remediation is a process
by which technologies change and adapt
while building on those that came before,
then the social by-product of remediation
must always be re-literation, which is the
changing practices of language in light of
technological advancements and changes in media operations, functions, and
experiences. In other words, by remixing
we are relearning how to reinterpret and
reuse both the original source and even
the ways in which the new versions are
expressed. Rapper Busta Rhymes’ “Gimme
Some More” 10 doesn’t just “add” Bernard
Hermann’s “Prelude” 11 from the score for
Hitchcock’s Psycho as part of its musical
production; it opens up the possibility
for contemporary generations to mashup
convention and wonder how Busta’s beats
made it into an old black-and-white horror movie. The latter is not mere inversion,
and the whole set of textual relationships
implied calls for new interpretation of
media interaction in general, let alone all
media texts immediately involved.
James Slevin, in his book The Internet
and Society, explores cultural transmission online by updating J. B. Thompson’s
theories on the cultural transmission of
mass media to apply them to the Internet. 12 Slevin suggests that the Internet, in
its circulation of information and other
socio-symbolic content, combines all
three of Thompson’s “aspects of cultural
transmission”: the technical medium, the
institutional apparatus, and the time-space

Busta Rhymes, “Gimme Some More”, Track 10 on Extinction Level Event, Elektra, 1998, compact disc.
11
Bernard Herrmann, “Prelude”, National Philharmonic
Orchestra, recorded October 2 1975, track 1 on Psycho:
Original Motion Picture Soundtrack, Unicorn, compact disc.
12
James Slevin, The Internet and Society, (Polity, 2000).
John B. Thompson, “Mass Communication and Modern
Culture: Contribution to a Critical Theory of Ideology,”
Sociology Vol. 22, No. 3 (August, 1988), pp. 359–383.
10
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distantiation. Seen this way, studying
how the Internet was involved in cultural transmission occurs in tandem with
studying how the Internet facilitated the
reorganization of social relations, via the
new possibilities for using and articulating information. Drawing on both Slevin
and Thompson’s ideas, the examination of
any technological advancement is also an
exploration of the ways in which a society
develops new languages to explain and
integrate new technologies, and the success of this integration depends wholly on
the ability of society, both as individuals
and as a collective, to become re-literate.
Therefore, exploring the cultural transmission of participating on social media
platforms requires re-literation, specifically for a critical media literacy.
Douglas Kellner and Jeff Share define
critical media literacy in “Critical Media
Literacy, Democracy, and the Reconstruction of Education” as “a pedagogical
approach that promotes the use of diverse
types of media and information communication technology (from crayons to
webcams) to question the roles of media
in society and the multiple meanings
of the form and content of all types of
messages.” 13 This is an active definition
that requires individuals to view media
not as a static entity with a fixed series of
relationships, but instead as “flow.” 14 For
Share, flow refers not only to movement of
media but also to how media is connected
to global movements and therefore it also
includes the cultural transmission and
current of products, information, ideas,
economics and identities. Understanding
the cultural transmission of social media
requires an understanding of media as
flow, which illuminates the ways in which
Douglas Kellner and Jeff Share quoted in Jeff Share,
“Young Children and Critical Media Literacy,” in Media/
Cultural Studies: Critical Approaches, eds. Rhonda Hammer
and Douglas Kellner (New York: Peter Lang, 2009), 127.
14
Ibid. Page 129.
13
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media are always interconnected, the ways
in which media are always working in relationship with other media, and how media
are always remixing. Media itself is never
static, it is never isolated, it is never pure,
naïve, or innocent. The same is also true
of our relationships with media, on media,
and as mediated across social media platforms. So, to acclimatize ourselves to the
fluidity of media is not unlike “feeling
the flow” of remixing: we are listening for
openings, connections, while at the same
time re-reading multiple texts into one
text, which loops into its own preparedness for re-reading.
Same Old New Gear, Same Old New
Beats
In his 2012 TED Talk “Embrace the
Remix,” Kirby Ferguson, suggests that
everything is a remix and that the three
main components to remixing require
copying, transforming, and combining. 15
This is precisely what the mobile technologies of the smartphone or tablet do, taking
on the elements of multiple existing media
(phone, camera, PC, newspaper, record
player, television, etc.) in the form of one
new technological apparatus by taking
part in what Carmen Luke describes in
“As Seen on TV or was that my iPhone” as
convergence of function. 16 Along with this
convergence of apparatus function, social
media spaces like Facebook, Instagram
or Twitter partake in a convergence of
social functions, mashing up roles of the
bff, administrative assistant, and therapist.
Similar mashups converge across media
and expressions within personal physical space as well: a digital bedroom wall
poster, a virtual fashion accessory, a cyber
tattoo or piercing. In DJ parlance, no crate
Kirby Ferguson, “Embrace the Remix,” TEDGlobal 2012,
June 2012, video, 9:42, https://www.ted.com/talks/kirby_ferguson_embrace_the_remix
16
Carmen Luke, “As Seen on TV or Was that My Phone?
New Media Literacy” in Media/Cultural Studies: Critical
Approaches, eds. Rhonda Hammer and Douglas Kellner
(New York: Peter Lang, 2009), 197.
15

goes untouched, and it is not just the main
loop tracks that produce the track. Even
the user is interfaced; all the songs listened
to, all the experience, all the practice, all
get constantly reworked and re-read when
mixing.
True to its nature, the limits of convergence are as boundless as sound. Every
action whether as poster or viewer on
a social networking platform allows an
individual to create, organize, and continually remix and remediate a self-image or
identity for the consumption of not only
their own pleasure but also the pleasure of
their friends and followers. This “tethered
togetherness”, as Ralph Schroeder refers
to it in his 2018 Social Theory After the
Internet: Media, Technology, and Globalization, illustrates how the remixing
of self through the convergence of social
function on social media platforms constitutes actions of sociability ranging from
the daily ritual of posting to a platform,
to other “everyday habits of managing
online togetherness,” which include “a
good deal of time monitoring what others
are doing.” 17 Remixing is the language of
media and it exists in all forms: from content to container, hardware to software,
and from user to provider. And in the same
way that the nightclub audience’s dancing
is required to authenticate the DJ’s remix
in real time, the online remix of the digital
social self is also a communal act, whereby
socialbility legitimates the remixed self.
Friends, followers, and online voyeurs
listen to the mashup stories we post and
then whether by action or by monitoring,
authenticate the remixed identity construction through liking, commenting,
retweeting, or even simply voyeuristically
viewing the remix.
Ralph Schroeder, Social Theory after the Internet Media,
Technology, and Globalization
(UCL Press, 2018) 83,98.
Note: “Socialbility is about belonging to groups: family,
friends and acquantences” 88.
17

Despite this fluidity, there also exists
tensions between it and recentcy biases
inherent to technological development.
There has been significant scholarship
exploring a theoretical generation gap
between the practises and comfort levels
of using technologies across age groups. 18
The idea behind the generation gap is
that one’s comfort with the technology
is based largely on what was considered
normal during one’s childhood and years
of schooling. For example, we grew up in
a world of video games where the video
game joystick that you interfaced with had
one button and a tall stick that came out of
it; this was the Atari joystick. Our younger
siblings grew up using controllers with as
many as nine buttons for their Sega, Nintendo, and PlayStation gaming consoles,
and our children play video games on consoles that don’t even require controllers
to play at all — their own bodies are the
joysticks! Young people today grow up in
an environment where the hyperactivity
of media is the norm; it is not foreign to
them. 19 However, even within the youth of
today, there is a generation gap as media
remixes at a pace that is faster than societies ability to retrain and re-literate within
the educational system. 20 The difference
of growing up in a world of Atari gaming
consoles versus Wii systems represents a
significant technological change and with
that changing social experiences. However, that change occurred across 3 decades.
Where as a young person entering high
See for example, Lynn Schofield Clark, “Digital Media
and The Generation Gap,” Information, Communication &
Society, 12:3, (2009), pp. 388–407.
19
“What Students Are Saying About 2020, Growing Up in
Another Era, and Distraction,” New York Times The Learning
Network, last modified January 9, 2020,
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/09/learning/what-students-are-saying-about‑2020-growing-up-in-another-eraand-distraction.html
20
“Reimagining the Role of Technology in Education: 2017
National Education Technology Plan Update,” Office of
Educational Technology, U. S. Department of Education,
January 2017,
https://tech.ed.gov/files/2017/01/NETP17.pdf
18
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school in 2018, when according to a PEW
Research Centre study on “Teens, Social
Media and Technology” 95% of US Teens
(ages 13–17) reported having a smartphone or access to a smart phone and 45%
claim to be online on a near constant basis,
may experience a generational gap from
the graduating high school senior who as
a freshman just 4 years earlier saw PEW
numbers reflect 73% having a smart phone
and only 24% being online on a near constant basis. 21 And this why the idea of the
generation gap is a bit misleading as it suggests that technologies change like human
evolution, as a slow and adaptive process
over time, when in fact the change is rapid
and constant and never static. 22 For example, the average American child entering
high school in 2020 will have grown up
with an understanding of media where
mobile technologies and social media are
normal components of daily media interaction as they will never have lived in a
world without the iPhone as the first generation IPhone (the first commercial touch
screen smart phone) was released in 2007.
These tensions need not threaten said fluidity any more than a revival of lo-fi sound
technologies threatens the prominence of
digital mixing. What is important is cultivating and sustaining a temperament for
the covalence of it all.
If this hypertextual, intertextual, and
media-saturated society — what Douglas
Kellner calls “media spectacle” — is the
norm for today’s youth and their experiences with technology, then what is
needed is a pedagogy, a philosophy and
style of teaching that explores these types
Monica Anderson and Jingjing Jiang, “Teens Social Media
and Technology 2018,” PEW Research Centre, last modified May 31, 2018, https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2018/05/31/teens-social-media-technology‑2018/
22
The generation gap of technology is also problematic
because it doesn’t account for the role that early adaptors
play in technology or how early adaptors can exist in all age
demographics. See for example Anabel Quan-Haase, Technology and Society: Social Networks, Power, and Inequality,
(Oxford University Press, 2015).
21
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of media relationships through a critical
lens. Even if educational institutions are
unable to develop curriculum at a pace
equivalent to the rate of technological
change in its surrounding social environment, students can still be participants in
a critical pedagogy for unpacking social
media platforms, the stories that get told
on social media platforms, and the resulting social relations from the stories that
are told on social media platforms. For
Kellner the goal should be to create an
understanding of critical media literacy
that highlights the importance of being
active consumers of media who think
about the stories they consume, how the
stories are made (political economy), how
other people are engaging with said stories
(audience reception), and what the stories
themselves are saying (textual analysis).
The intersecting relationships between
political economy, textual analysis, and
audience reception are what Kellner calls
the three-pronged approach to cultural
studies of media, and they are what is
required for understanding social media
and the remxied social self. 23
Political economy requires users of
media to think about the political and the
economic, and how they come together in
the production of any particular story or
media text. Political economy asks media
users to go back to the stage of production
of the text or medium and ask questions
such as: who’s making the media text; why
are they making it; what’s informing their
decisions to make it; and who are they
making it for? Very often the decisions
informing the production of media texts
are economic, in that they are strategic
decisions, planned out in advance, by
large-scale media corporations to sell
commodities to audiences or to sell audiDouglas Kellner, “Towards a Critical Media/Cultural Studies” in Media/Cultural Studies: Critical Approaches, eds.
Rhonda Hammer and Douglas Kellner (New York: Peter
Lang, 2009), 7.
23

ences as commodities. At the same time
(whether consciously or not) the decision
informing the production of media texts
are also political, in that within each text
there is some form of representation
that articulates who benefits and further
highlights the power dynamics of a social
moment. Although social media platforms
have increased access to media production,
allowing more individuals to share their
own stories, the production of independent media still occurs on a limited scale. 24
The amount of individuals that have access
to disseminate their ideas to be consumed
by a mass audience is quite small, and
largely reserved for institutions and corporations. If the number of storytellers in
media production is limited, so too is the
variety of stories to be told and the diversity of world views that such stories purport
to represent. This is why an awareness of
political economy is necessary for navigating digital spaces and remixing of a digital
social self.
Audience reception involves the users
of media examining not only who else
is accessing similar media but how they
access and unpack their media experiences. The first level of audience reception is
a consideration of how stories are being
taken up by audiences. Is it for fun, for
pleasure, for humour, for politics? The
next level of audience reception studies
requires an investigation of whether or
not users unpack their media experiences using a framework of dominant ideas.
That is, do they unpack the experiences
the way the media producer intends? Or
do they favour a framework of subversive
or resistant ideas, using the media in a way
that is opposed to its original intention?
While the storyteller can decide how to
tell the story, they cannot decide how the

audience receives the story’s messages.
Every audience member receives a story
differently based on their own individual
context. Every consumer of media always
bring to the story they engage with a different perspective that is based on their
own life experiences, their own personal
histories, and the different media texts that
they’ve been involved with, or interacted
with throughout their lives. Not only does
each audience member’s engagement differ across each media story they encounter,
but the characteristics of engagement
themselves continually change as well.
Consequently, using audience reception
to unpack stories in diverse media serves
as a reminder that there’s a diversity of
experiences in interpreting media — not
only in how the media gets made, but in
how the media gets remade and remixed
via audience interpretation.
Additionally, any form of critical media
literacy is always rooted in a cultural studies approach that draws on textual analysis,
whereby the focus is on whom or what is
represented in the text itself, separate from
production and consumption. Practising
textual analysis requires more than just
a passive examination of the politics of
representation. Instead, as Share argues, a
critical media literacy that performs textual analysis also requires “problematizing
the process of representation to uncover
and engage issues of ideology, power, and
pleasure.” 25 To do so requires the media
user to problematize the representations
of race, class, gender, sexuality, age, ability
and all of the many social variables that
act as markers of social status and indicators of who we are to society and how
society views us. Whether it is a Disney
princess, a cup of Starbucks coffee, the
golden arches, or LeBron James, unpackJeff Share, “Young Children and Critical Media Literacy,” in Media/Cultural Studies: Critical Approaches, eds.
Rhonda Hammer and Douglas Kellner (New York: Peter
Lang, 2009), 127.
25

How many of my 65 followers on Twitter click a link in
comparison to a link posted inside a tweet by Time Magazine
to its more than 16.8 million followers on Twitter?
24
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ing media texts require critical questions
about relationships of power. After all,
representation is always about who has a
voice and who does not, who has access
to channels of power and who is denied
access, who is represented as normal and
who is underrepresented, marginalized, or
wholly absent from representation. 26 Even
if the text is not intended to be political or
reflect political ideas and ideologies, every
text is about representation and every text
is therefore political.
Media content and media service providers create and transpose base resource
of “stories” that reproduce certain lifestyles as normal and legitimate. In doing
so they also inherently reproduce certain
lifestyles as illegitimate, or othered, and
therefore debase or devalue them socially.
As a result, media has a significant amount
of power in our lives. Douglas Kellner suggests that in order to understand media,
with a critical perspective and to be critical
consumers of media we have to take a cultural studies-based approach that draws
on ideas of audience reception and textual
analysis as they are informed by political
economy. 27 This three-pronged approach
to critical media literacy serves as basis for
the re-literation required as technologies
continue to remediate as individuals the
ways in which we remix our identities —
which also continue to change online.
Seen through the lens Kellner provides, re-literacy is by no means a neutral
process, but this fact does not protect it
from emptiness either. Kellner argues that
the current media environment is one
of oversaturation and media spectacle. 28
Spectacle here refers to the Debordian
Professor Sherry Rowley at York University refers to these
as the “who benefits questions” and they are an essential part
of her teaching on narrative, storytelling, and cultural studies.
27
Douglas Kellner, “Towards a Critical Media/Cultural Studies” in Media/Cultural Studies: Critical Approaches, eds.
Rhonda Hammer and Douglas Kellner (New York: Peter
Lang, 2009), 5–21.
28
Ibid.
26
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notion of the removal of the referent to
produce a series of stories for consumption and pleasure and not necessarily for
knowledge. 29 The same is also true of the
creation of identities on social media platforms where digital profiles often portray
the personality and lifestyle of an individual for the consumption and pleasure of
themselves and their friends or followers
absent from the referent of the individual’s
real life experiences. The digital social self
is a remix of identities, an unsubstantiated
spectacle of bodies, and a simulacrum of
personality grounded in nothing but the
appearance of a truth that disappears into
virtual space when held up against the
mirror of real lived experience. And yet,
the digital social self is at the same time
entirely real at the moment in which it is
consumed by the online audience. This is
because the referent to authenticity for the
posted remixed identity is no longer the
individual poster’s real lived experience,
since the remixed social self no longer exists
on the physical body of the poster. Instead,
once posted, the remixed social self exists
on the social media platform connected
directly to all of the previous stories that
have been remixed there already, and the
validation and consumption of the participating audience are integral to the referent
to which the object adheres. It takes a
village to remix — albeit in reverse-reified
fashion. Think of an EDM DJ’s new live
set combining with recreational drugs to
give each audience member the feel of a
wildly unique genuine experience that
is personal to them, while to the outside
observer everyone on the dance floor is
feeling exactly the same thing: dazed.
The Remixed self of Social Media
The self is a remix. Both in nature and
in nurture, what it means to be human can
Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle, (Detroit: Black and
Red Books 1977),
accessed https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/debord/
society.htmp
29

be defined by the processes of remixing. In
nature, genetics are a remix. From a biological standpoint, we are all a mashup of our
parents’ DNA. Each human being born is
the creation of a new text from the combination of two separate texts, where pieces
from both of the originals are visible but
where a new and unique text has emerged.
In nurture, the social self is a remix. We are
a collection of ideas, experiences, images,
activities, knowledge, and opportunities
that largely come from outside of ourselves. It is through our interactions with
these social environmental factors that we
formulate our sense of self. In fact, some
niche perspectives on early childhood
development imply a sort of convergence
of nature and nurture similar to how Luke
describes convergence of function and
form. Film director Rob Reiner’s Children
And Families Development Center, for
instance, has been supported by federal
United States government administrations
in its mission statement that formative
brain development can occur as early as
birth, bringing “nurture” right up against
“nature”, remixing from the moment the
PLAY button is pressed for a life’s playlist. 30
Yet, what is distinct about the remixing of
the digital self on social media is the speed
and frequency at which the individual
remixes their projected identity to a virtual audience, and the principle role that the
audience plays in validating that identity
as legitimate. We have always performed
our identity for public consumption and
pleasure, and we have always required the
social approval of others for the legitimacy
of our identity. However, with social media,
the digital identity exists not directly in the
self, but rather on a third-party platform
where both the writer and the reader — in
equal-opportunity parts — can offer their
Rob Reiner Children And Families Development Center,
“Principle’s Message/Home Page”, Perris Elementary School District, Blackboard, accessed March 2020,
https://www.perris.k12.ca.us/domain/221
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continual approval or disapproval for all to
see. Therefore, on social media, the self is
constantly remixed in a virtual space that
is outside the individual but where the
physical self is directly impacted by the
virtual experiences of both themselves and
their friends and followers.
Austin Kleon, in his 2012 TED Talk
“Steal Like An Artist”, argues “nothing
is completely original; all creative work
builds on what came before. Every new
idea is just a remix or a mashup of one or
more previous ideas.” 31 Nowhere is this
truer than in the creation of the digital
social self. According to G. H. Mead the
self is a social entity, in that the creation of
individual identity is heavily tied to how
a person internalizes the social expectations in the society around them. The
socialized self then is largely based on the
marriage between the ideas of the social
world as internalized by an individual,
the projections of one’s own ideas to their
social world, and the response of the social
world to those projections. For Mead, the
self is composed of two parts, the “I” and
the “me.” The “me” generally refers to the
ideas, expectations, and behaviours from
the surrounding society (and other people
directly) that the individual internalizes
and takes on as part of themselves, whereas
the “I” is the individual’s internal response
to the “me.”
In his 1913 piece “The Social Self ”
Mead seeks to answer the question “what
is involved in the self being an object or
what is involved in the subject ‘I’ being an
object ‘me’?” 32 The exploration of the subject (“I”) as an object (“me”) is at the core
of any understanding of digital identity,
especially when examining the remixed
Austin Kleon, “Steal Like An Artist,” TEDxKC, 2012,
video, 11:15
https://ed.ted.com/on/JkoLAuJQ
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self as performed on social media. Mead’s
first axiom is simply that there can be no
object without a subject, and there can be
no “me” without an “I.” In the same vein
there can be no online identity without
a human subject. However, at the very
moment where the subject (“I”) begins to
present themselves back to others, where
it attempts to crystalize and give form to
an identity, the self brings to an end being
an “I” and its identity becomes an object
(“me”) for consumption. The remixed
digital self in seeking to observe itself as a
subject (“I”) presents its identity statement
to social media by pic, post, comment, like,
share, tweet or re-tweet. However, as Mead
states, “the moment it is presented it has
passed into the objective case.” 33 Therefore
the establishment of an online identity on
social media is a conscious performance
by the self, an objectification of the “I” and
that is why it removes the subjectivity of the
self simply by the very act of storytelling
and offering up its digital self to becoming
an object for consideration by both the self
and others. The online identity then bears
a process similar to the one described by
Mead, in that “the “I” can disclose themselves only by ceasing to be the subject for
whom the object “me” exists.” 34 Having
posted their status update or tweeted about
their day, the subject (“I”) immediately
becomes an object (“me”) for observation
and our consciousness of our own identity
now exists after the fact as we experience
it only through our observations of our
posts, comments, and tweets and equally
the responsive posts, likes, tweets, and
comments of others. When a confident DJ
asserts that they are their music, and vice
versa, perhaps they are more accurate than
they realize — though, we would argue,
they are still so much more than that.
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While the presentation of the self
for consumption on social media takes a
human subject (“I”) and turns them into
an objectified (“me”) it does not completely
remove the subject (“I”) from consciousness or from the self. The self is always both
subject (“I”) and object (‘“me”). In fact, for
Mead, the self is always in the process of
remixing, as part of what Mead calls an
ongoing “reconstruction” where there are
dialectical tensions between the subject
(“I”) and the object (“me”): the subject
(“I”) is objectified as it is performed, and
becomes a “me” to be consumed by others.
The audience response to this performed
identity is then internalized as the subject
(“I”) as it reflects on the experiences of the
object (“me”), and the self then attempts
to resolve the tension between the subject
(“I”) as presented and the object (“me”)
as received by others though the creation
of a reconstructed and remixed identity.
The reflective self, as Mead calls it “acts
with reference to others and is immediately conscious of the objects about it. But
besides these contents, the action with reference to the others calls out responses in
the individual [them]self — there is then
another ‘me’ criticizing approving, and
suggesting, and consciously planning.” 35
Reflection, which happens when the subject (“I”) observers the object (“me”), is
a core component to the development of
the self. As Mead concludes, “the growth
of the self arises out of a partial disintegration, the appearance of the different
interests in the forum of reflection, the
reconstruction of the social world, and
the consequent appearance of the new self
that answers to the new object.” 36 So while
the presentation of the self may result in
its objectification, in observing that objectification — that is in reading one’s own
tweets or comments or the response of
35
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others to their social profiles online — the
individual begins the reflective process of
internalizing and responding to the object
(“me”) and therefore re-occupies the space
of the subject (“I”). Users of social media
continually reconstruct or remix their
digital social selves, both as subject (“I”)
and as object (“me”) since we are all both
storyteller and audience in this perpetual
online performance. In this sense, the
enterprise of remixing selves is positively
kaleidoscopic, more so that any music DJ’s
two, five, eight turntables could handle.
And yet there is an undeniable harmony
to the convergence, such that the self, in
formulations running through Kant and
all the way back to Socrates, is implicitly
understood as manifold, much like the
way language makes relative sense of what
would otherwise be untenable.
Language is a mashup of symbols and
signs that act as stand-ins or referents for
objects, actions, expressions, experiences,
and emotions. The meaning of each symbol
is nested both in how the symbol is encoded and decoded based on its connection to
that which it refers. However, for Baudrillard the postmodern self is over-inundated
with a series of media images that are no
longer connected to the reality they claim
to depict. Instead, the image has become
so far removed from the real that it takes
on a reality and life of its own. This distance between the image and the referent
is simulacra, “the generation by models
of a real without origin or reality.” 37 Baudrillard suggests that simulacra create a
hyperreality, which “substitutes the signs
of the real for the real” itself and in doing
so, results in “a liquidation of all referentials.” 38 As we’ve already explained, the
map makes the real territory tantamount
to redundant. Applied to social media,

our use of language, signs, and symbols to
remix our identities are simulations of the
self, through the creation of a hyperreality
of the subjective “I” we desire, and not
necessarily the objective “me” we live.
There are inherent consequences for
self-simulacra. On social media, the self
can also be a space of contestation when
the remix occurs between two competing
identities: the self as performed in real life
and the self as displayed online. This is not
to suggest that all individuals live out alter
egos online that are in complete opposition to their daily lives. However, social
media does allow for the performance of
an identity not necessarily as it is lived
out but rather as it is desired to be lived
out, without any requirement of proof of
action, authenticity, or at the very least
commitment to the edicts of reality. This
is the remix as a social process. Remixing
is socialbility. Remixing involves groups,
families, friends, followers, and even casual observers in order to authenticate and
validate the process. By enveloping others
into the process of identity construction
in a more immediate way across physical
distance than ever before, social media
addresses the tension of competing selves
(physical and digital) by relocating the
referent for the posted object “me” that the
subject “I” presents not in the physical self
(that is its location is neither “I” or “me”)
but instead in the “you” or “they” of others. It is this process, the one whereby the
other (“they”) consumes the object (“me”)
presented by the subject (“I”) on social
media that allows the reflective self “the
opportunity for reconstruction of the situation that different and enlarged and more
adequate personalities may appear.” 39
Guy Debord penned The Society of the
Spectacle in 1967, in which he focuses
George Herbert Mead. “The Social Self”, Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods 10, 1913: 374–380;
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on the role of mass media in the creation
of a structured social environment that
is in fact illusionary. For Debord, the
ideas presented by mass media are so
thoroughly replicated and consumed
without digestion by the everyday public
(the masses) that regardless of the truth
inherent in the messages themselves,
with enough repetition they can forge an
alternative reality — one not grounded in
the real experiences, but one whose vast
representation takes on the appearance of
reality. Debord argues, “Everything that
was directly lived has moved away into a
representation.” 40 In a spectacle-driven
society, when representation loses its
connection to the referent it becomes
illusory, allowing individuals to lust after
mass-marketed products at the same time
as they gloss over the process and goals of
commodity production and consumption.
On social media, spectacle works the same
way as Baudrillard suggested simulacra
exists in Disneyland: by creating an “an
imaginary effect concealing that reality no
more exists outside than inside the bounds
of the artificial perimeter.” 41 The reality
that exists for social media users inside the
artificial perimeters of Facebook, Instagram or Twitter is a simulation of the self. It
is this perception of identity that becomes
the online identity. The digital social self is
performed, but the performance is illusory; it is spectacle and simulacrum. Having
said that, by its very nature, social media is
socialbiltiy and therefore a fertile breeding
ground for continuous remixing of the
self. Through the reflexive subject (“I”)
observing the others’ (“they”) reception
of the posted object (“me”), the presented
social self immediately becomes real. After
Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle (Detroit: Black and
Red Books 1977),
accessed https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/debord/
society.htmp
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all, one liberating tenant of reality is that
it is all real, even lies and falsehoods. If it’s
on the record, you’ll hear it, whether you
notice it or not — guaranteed. This poses
some interesting questions for the study
of narrative, storytelling, how identity is
formed, and how social relations occur in
digital spaces
Conclusion
The social self in the digital age is a
remix and a mashup. Our identities are a
mashup of our online performances and
our real life actions as they intersect. At
times the online and the lived are harmonious, whereby what we post, tweet, and
share is a direct representation of the lived
acts of our daily lives, and therefore play
out as authentic presentations of subject
(“I”) in the presented object (“me”). Other
times, the collection of the images, signs,
and symbols we post and tweet in our
online profiles are absent from a referent,
but because they are validated by the comments, likes, posts, and retweets of friends
and followers they take on the authenticity
of being real through a hyperreality that
allows us to view the object (“me”) that we
perform online as the real subject (“I”) of
our own consciousness.
In truth, we oscillate back and forth
between these two positions. Therefore,
in either case, a re-literacy that explores
social media allows us to view both cases
as authentic representations of the self,
since the digital social self is not an isolated consciousness of the “I” but rather a
performance that is always is a collection
of experiences informed by the ideas of
others, and even other things. On social
media the referent is mutually dependent
upon lived experience and audience reception. As Richard Beach explains, “rather
than being passive recipients of media,
audiences are now assuming an active
role [online] responding to and produc-

ing media and this plays a central role in
their social identity construction.” 42 The
construction of a digital profile on social
media, the very act of storytelling and of
remixing is consciousness. It is an active
call to an engaged life…even if the level of
engagement is at question. As Dana Boyd
argues “a profile can be seen as a form of
digital body where individuals must write
themselves into being.” 43 What we use as
the language to write ourselves into being
on social media is a remediation — both
mashup and remix — of stolen ideas,
images, experiences, and objects that we
post as our own with the security of knowing that as soon as we have added them to
our profile they have been remixed and we
become equal parts landlord and tenant
within the digital identity we perform
as long as it is recognized (and thus, for
better or worse, validated) by friends and
followers.
Identity is a performance and we are
all poets as we write ourselves into a virtual existence that is borrowed and largely
absent of the real, even as it takes on the
illusion of reality itself. TS Elliot in his 1921
collection The Sacred Wood writes that
“Immature poets imitate; mature poets
steal; bad poets deface what they take, and
good poets make it into something better,
or at least something different. The good
poet welds his theft into a whole of feeling
which is unique, utterly different from
that from which it was torn; the bad poet
throws it into something which has no
cohesion.” 44 It shouldn’t be a coincidence,
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then, that debates persist as to whether
or not DJs are true artists or “thieves” of
some sort. Whether good or bad poets,
in our creation of an online digital social
self we remix and remake continuously
as the dialectical relationship between
Mead’s subject (“I”) and object (“me”)
struggle to authentically write ourselves
into being. Our digital identities are much
like Debord’s sense of spectacle, in that life
presents itself as an immense accumulation
of displays in the form of tweets, profile
customizations, and comments. However,
online these images are no longer directly
lived. Instead, you only have illusion of a
hyperreality. Yet the spectacle itself is not
a collection of images, but rather a social
relation among people mediated by images. As Debord argues, “The world one sees,
is its world” and on social media all that
remains is the representation of reality, as
the reality itself– both to storyteller and to
the audience.
Think back to the one-to-one-scale
map of the world, and remember we are
considering it as a stand-in for the self.
Now remember that the real world in
that scenario became redundant. There is
so much to offer within digital media for
self-expression, and recognition as such.
Theoretically, it all can go wherever we
chose, help us express and be whatever we
want to be. But there is a reason that the
empire’s real territory in Borges’ parable
is left in ignored tatters, standing in for
what should instead be, by all moral intuitions, the map itself. There is also a reason
Baudrillard refers to those dusty shreds
and their space as “the desert of the real
itself.” 45
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Practical comprehension
of the symbolic model
Oleg Maltsev

4

Jean Baudrillard pays particular attention to signs and symbols in diverse
publications and essays, reflecting upon
their role in the economic, social, and
political spheres, as well as the subsequent
repercussions of symbols on people.
Baudrillard has noticed that the symbolic
system explicitly defines the fate of the
individual and society. The key objective
of the given article, presented as part of
the ongoing research, represents the symbolic system’s structure and functioning
mechanisms. From the author’s perspective, the research findings have practical
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value, providing clarifications regarding
specific aspects of the human memory
and consciousness interaction, the distinctiveness of perception and formation
of beliefs, training, and retraining speed in
compliance with demands of an instantly
changing environment.
The goal of the research is to introduce
structures for external and personal symbolic systems of individual interaction. In
the framework of the scientific and practical conference “The Role of Symbolism
in the Historical Stages of Social Development” held in Heidelberg (Germany), these

research results particularly presented the
heuristic symbolic construction model.
Summary of the research progress and
results of the praxeological reflection. In
the framework of studying Baudrillard’s
philosophy more than 40 works by Baudrillard have been analyzed by the author
(2016–2020 period), including two collections of interviews, “The Disappearance
of Culture. Uncollected Interviews” and
“From Hyperreality to Disappearance.
Uncollected Interviews”. At the beginning
of the study, the task was to systematize
essential philosophical concepts and positions used by Baudrillard. He described
the phenomena in sufficient detail and
thoroughness. Still, from the other side, it
was crucial to discover the key that ensures
a comprehensive understanding and
orientation in Baudrillard’s works. First,
his system had to be ‘rediscovered’ since
Baudrillard did not leave us any “sketches”
of his concepts and detailed description of
heuristic constructions or logical models.
As a result of the examination, the following classification of ‘key principles’ is
suggested.
1. Jean Baudrillard used specific
logical constructions to analyze various
phenomena in his books, conventionally
titled “Baudrillard’s analytical tool”. Using
these constructions, Baudrillard managed
to explain plenty of phenomena regarding
the environment. For instance, in the essay
“In the Shadow of the Silent Majorities,
Or, the End of the Social,” he writes: ‘The
proper use of the social as one of the ways
of balancing the exchanges between the
individual and his environment, the social
as functional ecosystem, homeostasis and
superbiology of the species — no longer even
a structure, but a substance…’ Secondly, in
“Symbolic Exchange and Death” it is highlighted: ‘Solicitation is substituted for the
ultimatum. Mandatory passivity evolves

into models constructed directly from the
“active responses” of the subject, his or her
implication, “ludic” participation, etc.,
and finally toward a total, environmental
model made up of incessant spontaneous
responses, joyful feedback, and irradiated
contact’.
To verify the specific goal of ‘environment phenomenon’ analysis Baudrillard
concludes:
‘So, the final aim of my contribution is to
examine the project of a new institution for
the innovation of urban environments, and
not to engage in some discussion on urban
semiology that would require, in my opinion, to be grounded on a specific research
matter. […] And, since I don’t believe in
elites, my final criticism will be the logical
implications of the sociological analysis of
some issues concerning, directly, the environmental question’. Baudrillard’s comment
in one of the interviews (“Disappearance of
Culture. Uncollected Interviews”)
The quoted fragments spark the necessity to comprehend the first ‘block’ or the
fundamental points for the subsequent
analysis of the environment, as well as its
impact on personality shaping and individual interaction with the outer world.
2. ‘Rotating’ system and structures.
Baudrillard chooses an unknown ‘X-phenomenon’ for analysis and discusses it,
inspecting it from various points, therefore clarifying ‘areas of the unknown’. For
the purpose of illustration, he wrote many
works on the concept such as “masses”: in
the “Shadow of the Silent Majorities”, “The
Consumer Society”, “Screened out”, etc. To
begin with, here is an excerpt from Baudrillard’s words from “The Masses. The
Implosion of the Social in the Media”: ‘So
it is enough to reverse the idea of a mass
alienated by the media to evaluate how
much the whole universe of the media, and
perhaps the whole technical universe, is the
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result of a secret strategy of this mass which
is claimed to be alienated, of a secret form of
the refusal of will, of an in-voluntary challenge to everything which was demanded of
the subject by the philosophy’.
He presents a different view of the
“masses” in “In the Shadow of the Silent
majorities”:
‘The whole chaotic constellation of the
social revolves around that spongy referent,
that opaque but equally translucent reality,
that nothingness: the masses. A statistical
crystal ball, the masses are ‘swirling with
currents and flows’, in the image of matter
and the natural elements’.
Another pattern to manifest wherewith
Baudrillard used “rotating’ system and
structures”: ‘That, too, was the ‘Beaubourg
effect’! It was an affair of state when — through
sacralizing the art object and the place
where you commune with it — the aim was
to cultivate ‘the masses’, that new ‘silent
majority’, a vague, elusive entity that was
beginning to appear with the first opinion
polls and the books that were being written
about it, such as Marshall McLuhan’s. And
it was an object of political strategy when
it came to putting the masses to sleep, with
the alibi of culture playing the role of safety valve and, ultimately, an instrument of
alienation’. The logical structures of the
‘environment’ analysis outline system-coordinate phenomena approach — external
environment — whereas so-called ‘rotating constructions’ help one to research
phenomena involving individuals, masses,
human interaction by viewing the object
of research from different perspectives.
3. Catalysts are responsible for ‘drives
within’ since they “motivate” a person to
be who he is (usually that individuality is
shaped unconsciously). Patterns of catalysts are as follows: deceit, culture, needs,
motivation, art. One of the significant
examples, I believe, is provided in “The
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System of Objects”, where Baudrillard
writes: ‘Hence, through planned (dirigée)
motivation we find ourselves in an era where
advertising takes over the moral responsibility for all of society and replaces a puritan
morality with a hedonistic morality of pure
satisfaction, like a new state of nature at
the heart of hyper civilization’. The ‘inner
force’ or individual motivation mechanism
is still the discussion point in the 21 century, even though there are a number of
interdisciplinary researches conducted by
scholars. However, Baudrillard managed
to reveal one of the most essential principle motivation mechanisms aspects. It is
the “The System of Objects” that ‘speaks’
metaphorically: “The euphoric and wily
‘motivation’ philosophers would like to
persuade themselves and others that the
reign of the object is still the shortest path
to freedom. They offer as proof the spectacular melange of needs and satisfaction,
the abundance of choice, and the festival
of supply and demand whose effervescence
can provide the illusion of culture’.
Besides, analyzing the various patterns
of catalysts in “Consumer Society” Baudrillard explains: “Three general positions
can be identified: for Marshall, needs are
interdependent and rational; for Galbraith,
choices are imposed by motivation (we will
come back to this); for Gervasi (and others),
needs are interdependent, and are the result
of learning rather than of rational calculation’. Likewise, the philosopher declares:
‘…resistance to the social in all its forms
has progressed even more rapidly than the
social. It has merely taken other forms than
the primitive and violent ones which were
subsequently absorbed […] Those frontal
resistances still corresponded to an equally
frontal and violent period of socialization,
and carne from traditional groups seeking
to preserve their own culture, their original cultures’. Highlighted examples allow

us to conclude, that certain aspects, ideas
and issues are the catalysts for the human
being — the “powerful levers” making
the person ask himself “who am I?” and
search for the answers afterward. Hence,
I came to the idea, it is essential to have a
separate category as such for these kinds
of concepts.
4. Signs and symbols — one of the
most unique and mysterious phenomena
to research. This is where Baudrillard
definitely advanced in his studies, surpassing his colleagues. He studied signs and
symbols from a fundamental scientific
perspective. His book “Passwords” offers a
broad explanation of the human symbol
system. No less interesting and prominent
is the essay “The Political Economy of the
Sign”: ‘The arbitrariness of the sign does
not reside in its non-motivation — in the
commonplace that the signifier ‘table’ has
no ‘natural’ vocation to signify the concept
of the reality of the table (any more than
Tisch in German, etc.); it is rooted in the
very fact of positing an equivalence between
such and such an Sr and such and such
an Sd’. One more quotation depicts the
aforementioned connection of the ‘symbol’ and its ‘significance’ and the way this
‘connection principle’ gets often manipulated: ‘…meteoric ritual of statistics and
surveys has no real object, especially not
the masses whom it is thought to express.
It simply simulates an elusive object, but
whose absence is nevertheless intolerable.
It ‘produces’ it in the form of anticipated
responses, of circular signals which seem to
circumscribe its existence and to bear witness to its will. Floating signs — such are
surveys — instantaneous signs, intended
for manipulation, and whose conclusions
can be interchanged’.
The tendencies and even ‘rituals’ highlighted help to comprehend the initial
‘inconceivable power’ of a sign that may

even affect one’s perceptions, judgments,
choices — and what is even more important,
such changes or behavioral shifts usually
take place unconsciously. The works of
Jean Baudrillard were crucial for the scientific breakthrough of the symbolic system.
The interpretation of the symbolic system
consists of 16 units, which are represented in the Baudrillard essay “Fragments”.
It is significant that Baudrillard closely
approached the symbol system concept,
which was thoroughly analyzed by soviet
Academician Grigory Popov (his main
research interests were human memory
and its mechanisms). In his research in
1940–1941, Popov came to the conclusion
that the symbolic system determines and
even controls the fate of humans. Usually, a
person does not even distinguish between
the existence of a symbolic system and its
mechanisms (mostly are unaware of that
fact). The symbolic system defines the
thoughts of a person, words, unconscious
drives, and actions. Secondly, as Popov
mentioned, the symbolic system is shaped
unconsciously in the process of one’s life.
To compare the implementation of the
concept and to see its consequences, it is
relevant to refer to “Passwords” by Baudrillard, since he described the process by
means of which people become “slaves” of
the influence of the symbolic system.
Analyzing that mysterious symbolic
power shaping one’s fate, it is essential to
reflect upon the philosophical category
of the symbol analysis. The works of Baudrillard providing numerous symbolic
functions and mechanisms manifestations
encourage the goal to consider a ‘symbol’
as a psychological category. According to
Hungarian depth psychologist and scholar
Lipot Szondi’s concept of fate analysis,
human destiny is determined by stimuli
(the ‘stimuli’ nature is an inner impulse
system, that was the object of the study of
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Szondi, one of his most significant contributions). On the other perspective, based
on the paradigm of Baudrillard and Popov,
a symbolic system determines human
destiny.
These concepts—’symbolic system’ or
‘stimuli’ impact an individual’s life choices
and fate — do not contradict each other,
since the symbolic system ‘triggers’ human
impulses. In other words, the nature of
human motives is a symbolic system. How
does that work? It is necessary to mention
Popov’s concept, which reveals specific
mechanisms for encrypting information.
Knowing those mechanisms, as well as
rules and principles of human memory
functioning, one is capable to ‘invent’ a
new symbol. And that would not be just
a ‘product of imagination’ but the real
symbol archiving specific knowledge or
sophisticated idea. Thus, the first aspect is
that by applying that knowledge, we may
create new symbols just like one would
‘code’ or ‘archive’ special data into symbols.
Another aspect distinguishes the concept of the symbol decoding trajectory. It
is a great tool for anthropological, historical, visual sociology studies. The diverse
works of Baudrillard make it possible to
comprehend the symbol unpacking trajectory which multi-vector and diverse.
The same symbol may have a different
decoding extraction trajectory in different
people. This principle indicates the system
of interpretations of the same symbol by
two people may vary. For one person, for
instance, a representation of the ‘sun’ as
a symbol maybe even sacral, whereas for
another it is merely a sign of a source of
light. Both interpretations exist simultaneously (though we are reflecting at the same
symbol). Yet, different perspectives on the
same subject arise in the course of history,
the disagreements appear between people
due to the fact their interpretations reflect
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various approaches in giving meaning and
qualitative analysis of the symbol. Logically, this is consistent with the causes of
conflicts in society.
One more peculiar question to analyze is ‘how do these different judgments
or interpretations of the same symbols
interact with one another?’ Why does an
individual choose a certain symbolic interpretation way he has not invented himself
but ready to protect that interpretation
as the only true one? These questions are
extraordinarily tricky ones…
According to the works of academician
Gregory Popov the trajectory of a symbol decoding depends on the quality of
a particular individual’s world-view, his
or her attitude and mindset. The symbol
‘unfolds’, ‘unarchives’ specific information
(or reveals its significance, as Baudrillard
would say) into an ‘empty space’ in one’s
world-view (it is perceived as a new idea
or special situation). The best analogy to
provide would be a function of a computer
machine, imagine that a symbol is extracted from RAR-archive into free space on a
hard disk. If there is no free space on the
disk, the archive will not be extractable.
The same goes for “extracting” the symbol’s meaning or a subjective judgment
regarding its significance. If the worldview is “full and has no place”, as if there
is nothing unfamiliar for a person, since
she already knows “literally everything”
(in one’s opinion); the symbolic meaningful essence will not be unpacked. Such
a person is incapable of accepting new
information, incapable of assuming that
he or she does not know something.
G. Popov compares the ‘mindset speed’
to the rate at which symbols are getting
‘packed and unpacked’, in other words,
the time period required by a person
to realize or unveil the initially coded
essence of the symbol, its pure meaning.

At the same time, according to Popov, it
is also the rate or speed at which a personal symbolic system is reprogrammed.
What is definitely remarkable, in research
presented in the “Symbolic Exchange and
Death” Jean Baudrillard (it is unlikely that
he was acquainted with Popov’s works)
explains the same principle by means of
different metaphors and analogies: ‘Can
we invent simulacra of an even higher
logical (or illogical) order, beyond the
current third order, beyond determination
and indetermination? If so, would they still
be simulations? Perhaps only death, the
reversibility of death, is of a higher order
than the code. The only symbolic disorder
can breach the code. Any system approaching perfect operationality is approaching its
own death. When the system declares ‘A is
A’, or ‘two and two make four’, it simultaneously arrives at the point of complete power
and total ridicule — in other words, of
probable immediate subversion’. Baudrillard concludes that one is not only capable

of introducing some new symbolic ‘coded
meanings’. The philosopher manifests the
practical application and significant role of
that knowledge since it is that specific tool
that shapes worldviews, minds, lifestyles,
perspectives, desires, needs, and even fate.
5. One more aspect to be analyzed
is the interaction system of all four
above-described elements — environment;
‘rotating’ system principles; catalysts; signs
and symbols. In fact, these four components do not exist separately. Unlike being
apart, the four elements are in constant
dynamic interaction with one another:
thus, the environment shapes one’s catalysts; motivations and needs (the catalyst
patterns) affect one’s world-views and the
way one perceives and interacts with the
outer world, decoding the signs and symbols one meets even subconsciously. To
demonstrate that ‘interaction system’ principle, it is great to recall the conclusion of
Baudrillard introduced in his “The Political Economy of the Sign”: ‘The rationality

Figure 1. A heuristic model of the symbolic system
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of the sign is rooted in its exclusion and
annihilation of all symbolic ambivalence
on behalf of a fixed and equational structure. The sign is discriminant: it structures
itself through exclusion. Once crystallized
on this exclusive structure, the sign aligns
its fixed field, resigns the differential, and
assigns Sr and Sd each its sphere of systemic
control. Thus, the sign proffers itself as lull
value: positive, rational, exchangeable
value. All virtualities of meaning are shorn
in the cut of structure’. One of the most
crucial aspects of the symbolic interaction
system is its ‘value shaping’ aspect — the
value mechanism that is also known to be
remarkable in one’s decision-making, as a
tool for orientation for the vision of life or
picture of a decent future for an individual.
No less important in mentioned
reflections is the concept of academician
G. Popov’s, who outlined: ‘The symbolic
system is ‘hidden’ in one’s perception; it
represents a system of interaction between
an individual and the external environment. In other words, the way the symbolic
system interacts is identical to the system
of interaction of all its elements’. To recall
shortly, the elements are: environment;
‘rotating’ system principles; catalysts; signs
and symbols
In Figure #1 a schematic heuristic model
presents the way these 4 elements of the
Symbolic System interact with each other.
Metaphorically it is reasonable to think of
a symbolic system as an ‘invisible crown’
hanging somewhere above the head,
certainly, the person is unaware of that
‘crown’. His or her views are challenged by
the world, as Popov would have said ‘his
consciousness issues’.
Right at the bottom of the heuristic
model, there is a ‘screen’, the so-called limit
of consciousness (Popov’s terminology).
Through this screen, reality tends to reach
the consciousness of a human. I believe,
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to demonstrate this principle logic it is
imperative to look into “The Political
Economy of the Sign”: ‘…But this (symbolic) exchange is foreclosed and abolished by
the sign in its simultaneous institution of
(1) a separation, a distinctive structure; and
(2) a positive relation, a sort of structural
copulation between the two terms, which
clearly only eternalizes their separation’.
Highlighting the elements of the Symbolic
System, as well as comprehending their
special features and dynamic characteristics it is essential to add certain details.
Since there are various objects one meets
being conscious, still there is a number of
phenomena that he\she does not understand or realize (so-called ‘X’ — unknown
phenomenon). Baudrillard starts to analyze these ‘X’-phenomena applying certain
tools — they were mentioned above as a
‘‘rotating’ system principles (please, pay
attention to the block ‘Systems # 2’). People are also driven by specific catalysts
(deception, culture, impulses, art), these
inner drives are represented by the block
‘Systems #3’ in the heuristic model Figure
1. By the way, in the terminology of depth
psychology, ‘Systems # 3’ are the generators of human inferiority.
Signs, symbols, and symbolic systems —
block ‘System # 4’ (Figure 1). Revealing
the nature of components of each system
(or structures) Baudrillard has contributed several works to the narrative of each
of them.
In review, by practicing the symbolic
system interpretation method, it is relevant to complete the ‘human-environment’
interaction system picture and its logic. If
one is well aware of the basic assumptions,
the fundamental symbolic systems available in their diversity in the world, as well
as the human inferiority generators, one
is also familiar with the key of the world’s
Symbolic interaction system, supporting

an individual to decode the wisdom of
historical objectivity.
The interaction system is a projection
of a symbolic system causing plenty of
questions, challenging academics, and
researchers to find new approaches and
ways to find the historical truth. In fact,
a symbolic system is a key parameter
for understanding the interactions of
various world institutions, systems, and
formations as a social, political, or even
economic phenomenon. However, it
should be never forgotten, that ‘Herein lies
the principle of Evil, not in some mystical
agency or transcendence, but as concealment of the symbolic order, the abduction,
rape, concealment and ironic corruption
of the symbolic order. It is in this way that
the object is translucent to the principle
of Evil: as opposed to the subject, it is a
bad conductor of the symbolic order, yet a
good conductor of the fatal, that is, of pure
objectivity, sovereign and irreconcilable,
immanent and enigmatic’ as explained
Jean Baudrillard in “Fatal Strategies”. The
‘immanent and enigmatic’ nature of symbol
is also followed by an entire archive of data
one should ‘decode’. Definitely, that sets
new objectives for some further research.
Since a person is unaware of either the
symbolic system or the mechanisms of his
or her motives, since he cannot control the
mechanisms, his fate becomes fatal and
predetermined, as argued by Hungarian
scholar Lipot Szondi. For every person,
the Symbolic systems function in an
automatic unconscious mode. The person just unconsciously realizes he needs
something. Nevertheless, he seldom realizes the nature of those ‘needs’ and usually
never thinks of that. This ‘truth of life’ is
vividly demonstrated by Baudrillard in
“The Political Economy of Science”: ‘It is
necessary to grasp that what produces the
commodity system in its general form is the

concept of need itself, as constitutive of the
very structure of the individual; that is, the
historical concept of social beings who, in the
rupture of symbolic exchange, autonomize
themselves and rationalize their desire, their
relation to others and to objects, in terms
of needs, utility, satisfaction and use-value’.
This excerpt depicts the ‘reasoning abyss’
between the rational core of the person
and his ‘irrational’ unknown drives. Thus,
researching the symbolic system nature
encourages building the bridge which
connects two edges of the abyss.
G. Popov in his work “Memory and
the Problem of Personal Development”,
attempted to resolve the challenge of ‘analyzing the symbolic bridge’ function. The
academician came to the conclusion, that
a symbolic system of a human could be
constructed artificially and that it can “dismantled” but not eliminated. “A human
being cannot exist without a symbolic
system. The symbol system has a function
of replacing one symbol with another, which
makes it possible to make changes. However,
it is not possible to exclude the existence of a
symbol system as such. The replacement of
symbols should be subjected to the principles of an individual efficiency”.
Overall, the value of Popov’s scientific
discovery is that symbolic system replacement will alter a person’s motives, which
leads to changes in one’s behavior patterns, actions, and results. The reason why
people cannot explain their own actions
or life choices from time to time is that
because they do not recognize which symbolic system unconsciously drives them to
action. Jean Baudrillard speculates about
the principle outlined in the “The Mirror
of Production”: ‘The ‘discharge” of human
power Marx speaks of is not a discharge
with a pure waste, a symbolic discharge
in Bataille’s sense (pulsating, libidinal): it
is still an economic, productive, finalized
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discharge precisely because, in its mating
with the other, it begets a productive force
called the earth (or matter). It is a useful
discharge, an investment, not a gratuitous
and festive energizing of the body’s powers,
a game with death, or the acting out of a
desire. Moreover, this ‘discharge of the body’
does not, as in play (sexual or otherwise),
have its response in other bodies, its echo
in a nature that plays and discharges in
exchange. It does not establish a symbolic
exchange. What man gives of his body in
labor is never given or lost or rendered by
nature in a reciprocal way. Labor only aims
to “make” nature “yield.” This discharge is
thus immediately an investment of value, a
putting into value opposed to all symbolic
putting into play as in the gift or the discharge’.
The symbolic exchange is a very
powerful invisible system that affects an
individual’s perception since the symbolic system shapes the world-view and
subsequent actions of a person. It can
be automatically shaped in the course
of life or it can be controlled. Every person’s symbol system is formed from the
moment they are born and influenced by
an external symbol system. An idea of a
child who is born into a Christian family immediately links to the crucifix as a
symbol, which becomes the central controller of his/her philosophical perception
system. The choice of that symbol was not
conscious by a child, as it was born in a
particular environment and it might have
become an important part of life (a cross
as a necklace, at home, in church etc.) In
one of the interviews with Aude Lancelin
(“From Hyperreality to Disappearance”)
Baudrillard noted that: ‘The radical illusion
of the world is a problem faced by all great
cultures, which they have solved through art
and symbolization. What we have invented, in order to support this suffering, is a
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simulated real, which henceforth supplants
the real and is its final solution, a virtual
universe from which everything dangerous
and negative has been expelled’.
A vivid but concise demonstration — far
away from academia but relevant — tattoos
in the form of a crucifix is widespread in
the Russian criminal tradition. The tattoo
system in any criminal tradition is a literal
symbolic system. One may see an entire
symbolic system of a given tradition on the
body of a criminal. The number of Thus,
by means of tattoos, a map of the symbol
system on a person’s body emerges, which
remains with him for life.
One more peculiar function of the
symbolic system relates to the way one
subconsciously wishes to be educated.
Gregory Popov believed that symbolic
knowledge performs the function of outlining the perfect education program for
a person. However, that knowledge is
not sufficient to provide a perfect idea of
personal education. It is always necessary
to ensure that symbols are decoded and
coded correctly, thus ensuring the right
information is provided at the right time.
Academician G. Popov also stated: “A
different person requires a different system
is, that is, that correct methodology choice
meets that target”. Popov adds: “Each
symbol must verify a range of expressed
implementations corresponding to the level
of mechanisms used by the human being”.
This means that the methodology is to
cover the specific aspects and thus effect:
1. the level of ‘ego’ (thinking);
2. the level of the psyche (flexibility);
3. the level of the biology (healthy training approach);
4. at the level of body mechanics (physical movements).
Overall, the core of the methodology has
to be universal in order to extrapolate this
system to life, to convert it into a specific

lifestyle. If a mistake is made in shaping the
methodology, the system of human skills
and knowledge will collapse and he won’t
be able to operate his symbolic system.
The realization of the principle uncovered
by Popov is vividly expressed by Baudrillard in “The Political Economy of the
Sign”: ‘Once symbolic exchange is broken,
this same material is abstracted into utility
value, commercial value, statutory value.
The symbolic is transformed into the instrumental, either commodity or sign. Anyone
of the various codes may be specifically
involved, but they are all joined in the single
form of political economy which is opposed,
as a whole, to symbolic exchange’. This is
the re-transformation symbolic idea that
per se demonstrates the human reasoning
is also sharped by symbols. The image and
“title” ensure the communication link to a
certain block of information. For instance,
if we say ‘car’ or visualize a car — a certain
block of information is unpacked into our
consciousness. Another example: an eagle
is a bird, but it could be also a symbol, as
in the case of Norman tradition, which
is included as a symbol in many coats of
arms.
The symbolic system is a central fundamental subject in Jean Baudrillard’s
philosophy. Besides, it is essential to mention the judgment of Baudrillard in “The
Political Economy of the Sign”: ‘Precisely
speaking, there is no symbolic ‘value’, there
is only symbolic ‘exchange’, which defines
itself precisely as something distinct from,
and beyond value and code. All forms of
value (object, commodity or sign) must be
negated in order to inaugurate symbolic
exchange. This is the radical rupture of
the field of value’. Academician G. Popov
also believed that the symbolic system is
a source point for human life and activity,
shaping all forms of an individual’s values
and mindset.

To sum up, the external symbolic system could be compared with that very
disappearing reality, wrapped or archived
or coded in symbols, as written by Baudrillard in numerous texts. Since a person
is surrounded by a world of phantoms and
simulations, his symbolic system is filled
with fragmented, contradictory elements
and simulated (artificial) symbols. This
generates a conflict of opinions in the
human mind. The reason for irrational
human behavior may also include the
impact of an unfamiliar symbol system,
thus, the external symbol system takes precedence over the personal symbol system.
For the sake of metaphorical and analytical challenges — a human fate depends
entirely on his or her symbolic system.
Therefore, to achieve the expected lifestyle
and results, apart from decent methodology and education one also requires
reprogramming of his or her individual
symbolic system. The tools for constructing the symbolic system are the doctrine,
amalgam, ‘neuropsychogram-tool’ developed by G. Popov. Ultimately, I would also
point out that it is worth searching for
alternative and effective symbolic systems
in history, criminal traditions, and European mysticism, which I plan to present in
the future articles.
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Annuler la Réalité
Lucien Samir Oulahbib

5
)1
Se rappeler l’apport de Jean Baudrillard
« Á la recherche du réel » titrait naguère
le physicien Bernard d’Espagnat à propos
de notre « micro » monde (les « quanta »)
qu’il serait possible de transcrire métaphoriquement au niveau « macro » (le réel
« des travaux et des jours » Hésiode) par :
« pourquoi y-a-t-il rien au lieu de quelque
chose » ?...
Rappelons-nous en effet que ce célèbre
adage de Leibnitz avait été ainsi renversé
par Jean Baudrillard, il y a quelques décennies déjà… ; mais ce dans l’indifférence
1 Ce texte est à l’origine une contribution à la revue internationale

en ligne « Baudrillard Now » consacrée comme son nom l’indique
aux divers axes dégagés par cet auteur.

générale ; le « micro » monde germanopratin n’avait à l’époque de « troisième
œil » que pour un dénommé « Foucault »
dont Baudrillard disait (1977, en même
temps que Gladys Swain, et trois ans avant
la confirmation par Marcel Gauchet en
1980) qu’il fallait plutôt « l’oublier » (Foucault l’apprenant se vengea en disant qu’il
« avait du mal », lui, à « se souvenir » de
Baudrillard ) tant les propos, très ciselés,
de Foucault, toutes ses si belles notes de bas
de page par exemple, s’avérèrent forgées en
trompe « l’œil » ; semblables à de bas-reliefs
à la recherche de leur Champollion, mais
« punctums » (Barthes) d’une composition
art déco de plus : celle de fresques design
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prétendant déceler éclairer la nature des
codes et de leurs « territoires » à partir
d’une pâte à modeler « la » folie (confondue avec l’imaginaire) la « domination »
(réduite à la puissance) la mort de l’homme
(rétrécit à ses droits positifs) ; rien par contre sur la mise à mort, contemporaine, du
« réel » sous les coups de butoir conjugués
de l’affairisme globalisé (interconnecté)
s’articulant au « mode de production
étatique » bureaucratisé avec à sa tête une
« technostructure » ploutocrate se servant
du « capitalisme » (au sens wébérien)
comme outil, le régime post-maoïste en
étant la quintessence, exigeant alors la fondation simultanée d’une chimie politique
et d’une tératologie tant la production de
monstruosités hybrides rend exsangue les
catégories ou « classes » traditionnelles
de la philosophie politique (un, plusieurs,
quelques-uns …) et (ré)activent celles de
strates, castes, sectes factions, mafias….
Baudrillard signalait, par cet adage renversé, la disparition désormais constatable
de notre monde dit « libre » ; une « liquidation » certes (encore) contrastée, mais
rappelons-nous ce « Monde d’hier » (pour
reprendre ce titre de Stephan Zweig)
qui nous permettait d’être en ombres et
lumières, et non pas seulement exister dans
cette seule apparence et transparence des
ready made, celle de tous ces écrans plats
écrins plastiques encapsulant nos vies de
plus en plus plates au fur et à mesure que
nous tournons, nous, en rond, sommés
cependant de relativiser l’être de la Terre,
perdue paraît-il parmi les myriades d’existences « de mondes possibles » et pourtant
« à sauver » quoiqu’il en coûte…
« La pierre existe elle n’est pas » disait
Kant ; voilà ce que semblent pas avoir
encore saisi (ou ne veulent pas le faire) ces
post-existentialistes « rebelles » et autres
« anomalies », « bas-reliefs », en lutte contre
ledit « néo-libéralisme », alors qu’ils sont,
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tous, aujourd’hui, gentiment « néantisés »
par la toute puissance du Simulacre (la
Modélisation globalisée) qui les somme
d’obéir, aveuglement, fanatiquement, à
« la » Science ; non plus certes et seulement
celle du « Diatmat », comme au temps du
marxisme-léninisme triomphant, mais
celle dudit « modèle mathématique »
(statistique plutôt) alors que ce dernier
s’il peut synthétiser et projeter notre
« existence » en x points convergents n’en
reste pas moins une Somme ; or le Tout
que nous sommes est plus que la somme
des parties disait Aristote, « l’eau » est bien
plus que H20 nous rappelle les poètes, et
l’associationnisme a bel et bien ses limites rappelait Pierre Janet pour défendre
l’idée que le psychologique n’est (toujours)
pas réductible à l’armature neurophysiologique (pas plus que le sociologique ou
le philosophique) ; ce que Changeux a bien
été aussi obligé d’admettre puisque « l’existence » d’une probabilité (elle-même
limitée par le N+X dont la temporalité
peut être le grain de sable ou « l’aile de
papillon » qui fait déclenche les bifurcations) ne peut guère nous aider à résoudre
cette équation de toujours, rappelée par le
(si peu) vaillant Hamlet de Shakespeare :
« être ou ne pas être ».
Elle aura toujours été en effet la seule
question matricielle qui vaille plutôt que
la seule « existence » (même avec un « k » à
la place du x comme l’aura tenté Heidegger
et son complexe de la « finitude »); surtout
si pour jauger ce que valent les « valeurs »
permettant d’« être », il semble bien qu’
« aller au-delà du bien et du mal » ne veut
surtout pas dire aller au-delà du bon et
du mauvais prévenait Nietzsche dans sa
Généalogie de la Morale, au sens de vérifier
justement ce qu’il en « est » réellement : ou
la nécessité de douter de tout jusqu’à pouvoir s’appuyer sur quelque chose de solide,
de certain, disait Descartes, cette « terre

ferme » rappelait Hegel ; ce qui implique
de ne pas confondre déploiement « néantisant » propre à une volonté de puissance
inconsidérée -et qui a pu finir au Goulag et
à Auschwitz, jusqu’à aujourd’hui avec cette
volonté techno-affairiste de transformer
plastiquement les peuples d’une part, avec,
d’autre part, cette recherche, permanente,
d’un développement harmonieux qui tente
en parallèle et parfois en opposition de
surmonter la seule conservation pérenne
de soi et son opposé, la destruction des
peuples, pour viser l’affinement durable
d’un Soi à la fois singulier (Je) particulier
(Famille(s) et Nation), universel (naturalité
du Genre humain appelant à une Solidarité morphologique de type durkheimien)
et non pas cette dissolution uniquement
destructrice comme le laisse croire une
lecture tordue du « Négatif » issue du
néo-léninisme poststructuraliste : ainsi la
sculpture d’une statue « emprisonnerait »
l’airain en elle…Rien de nouveau sous le
« soleil » en réalité…
Sculpture sur Soi…
Pour s’affiner (thème au fond qu’affectionnait Madame de Staël dans l’idée
encyclopédique du « perfectionnisme ») il
faudrait « bien » quelque chose de « vraiment » réel, et non pas « plutôt rien »
pour fonder et dérouler cette harmonie de
« l’être » qui, en effet, échappe au totalement
« préétablie » (pour répondre à l’objection
de Voltaire à l’encontre de Leibnitz) puisqu’elle se trouve en constante recherche
avec elle-même dans tout ce qu’elle touche ; rappelons cette « banalité » : « la »
vérité ne « nous » est pas définitivement
donnée, et pour chaque chose ; sa forme
évolue pour sa part mouvante encore
inconnue (car concernant le « certain » il
y a accumulation ou le Connaître distinct
de la Doxa un point sur lequel insistait
Raymond Boudon).
Il s’avère alors nécessaire, pour le Soi (et

son double triptyque – sujet-acteur-agent
en sus de celui-ci-dessus) de trouver à
chaque fois le « bien » (le « calculer » comme
dans le Timée, ce qui implique une dimension cosmologique…en sourdine dans
cette recherche, déviée, cependant d’une
« écologie politique ») en vue d’y placer sa
propre Clé de Sol ou la puissance d’être ce
que l’on aimerait devenir ; se libérant alors
et ainsi de ce « complexe d’infériorité » dont
parle Oleg Maltsev (dans son ouvrage sur
Baudrillard) reprenant à la volée l’injonction de Kant à s’affranchir de l’ « état
de minorité » qui lui interdit d’être et non
pas seulement d’exister.
Ce qui ne veut cependant pas dire qu’il
faille qualifier cette recherche en affinement d’ « égoïste » en opposition alors avec
un altruisme béat (Ayn Rand aura dit des
choses décisives sur ce point) puisque ce
dernier inclut simultanément générosité et
désir d’être cet égo, là, et non pas un égo
parmi d’autres ; au sens où l’altérité, réelle
(à l’instar du Potlatch par exemple qui a été
beaucoup mieux compris par Baudrillard
à la suite de Mauss que par Bataille 2) ne
(se) voit pas seulement en l’autre (comme)
« un » autre, ou encore mimétisme de
« son » autre, mais plutôt ce semblable qui
ne peut pas être identique, tout en aspirant
à la même chance, celle d’être plutôt que
rien, même adouci par « la » Marchandise.
Il n’est en fait pas possible seulement
d’exister comme « pareil » au nom d’un
Juste Retour à nouveau protecteur. Non ;
car le Juste à atteindre serait plutôt le
fait que le Réel du « Même », celui de la
République (Politeia) celle de Platon
amendée par Aristote, Machiavel, Locke
et Montesquieu, celui des conditions, conflictuelles, mais égales, à disposition, soit
non pas identiquement mais de manière
équitable (amendement recevable de
2 Voir mon livre, Éthique et épistémologie du nihilisme,
les meurtriers du sens (Paris, l’Harmattan, 2002).
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Rawls) au service du Semblable : ou comment le « Fleuve » de la Vie (ce « Feu »)
celui (aussi) des « Travaux et des Jours »,
dans lesquels nous sommes Somme en
permanence, puisse permettre à chaque
singularité d’être « l’Air » de ce réel, non
pas en lieu et place du Tout (reproche de
Marx à Stirner) mais comme cet élément
nageant, librement, dans son « Eau »
émouvante.
Avec le Déluge, quelle Arche ?
Mais à la place de ce Fleuve d’espérance
le Déluge hélas revient (« Éternel Retour »
des conditions de la Chute).
Celui de ces « représentations » insignifiantes : images sans scénarii, chiffres
sans autres indices que ces flots incessants
de courbes dont la pornographie affichée
n’est plus que ce moment-seringue servant
à inculquer l’hypnose ; voilà son obscénité,
« l’absence de scène » disait Baudrillard, et
l’errance de ladite « différence » s’est avérée
rance : sans queue ni tête elle fait office
désormais de seul scénario brut autorisé
par les Modélisateurs à la recherche du
fameux « programme de transition »
promis naguère par Trotski ; la polarisation d’aujourd’hui sur le virus dit de
la C-19 serait un de ses pixels en voie de
pasteurisation.
Cette « annulation du réel», au profit
du Rien, même numérisée, accomplit la
prédiction du « crime parfait » telle que
Jean Baudrillard l’avait esquissée en 1995,
il y a vingt cinq ans ; cela reste toujours
d’actualité hélas : le Réel, celui qui permet
au Fleuve de nos vies non seulement d’exister mais d’être a été non seulement pollué
mais assassiné, et le meurtrier court toujours, tout en cherchant un bouc émissaire :
ici le CO2 là la C-19 (nouvelle « grippe »
saisonnière en réalité). Des cohortes de
« scientifiques » bardés de suffisance, et
aussi efficients qu’un médecin de Molière,
tentent bien de dénicher ici et là quelques
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morceaux de réels non encore disparus
pour prouver vainement leur utilité ; et ils
tentent même d’en authentifier l’origine
avec ce qui leur sert de Carbone 14 afin de
l’exhiber sur nos corps-écrans, mais cela
n’a en fait comme seul objectif que récolter médailles et pouvoirs au Royaume de
Babar.
Nous sommes de plus en plus embourbés dans un film ventouse au tourbillon
géant pris au ralenti par ces spécialistes en
combinaison blanche, les « experts », éradicateurs au sourire d’ange pourchassant
désormais les derniers penseurs ou leaders marginaux taxés de « populistes » de
« complotistes » au sein même des « réseaux
sociaux » ces nervures et radicelles encore
« libres » ; le tout au nom de la fameuse
« Vérification » nouvel Index ; soit la chape
de plomb de ce qui doit être seulement
pensé et vu ; elle nous surplombe, telle une
fantastique soucoupe volante recouvrant
tout le ciel de ses drones avant de déployer
en surplomb sa « carte » vidéo dévorant,
pour s’y substituer, institutions savoirs
pouvoirs jusqu’aux individus devenant la
seule projection holographique de leur
vie autrefois auto « mobile » aujourd’hui
incrustée comme figurant numérisé,
triomphe des Modélisateurs ces néo-artistes…
« La » science dite « humaine » puis
« sociale » aura été ainsi détournée de
ses capacités critiques (malgré les efforts,
insuffisants, d’Adorno et d’Horkheimer)
ce qui a été accélérée (et non freinée) par
la cohorte des Lénine, Lyssenko, Freud,
Heidegger, Sartre, Lacan, puis leurs
rejetons se nommant « déconstructeurs »
ou plutôt ces « In’coyables » saccageurs
(partisans de « l’annulation du réel ») au
nom impossible à percevoir tant ils sont
dotés de beaucoup de faux nez minuscules
organisés en cohortes d’« élites » lilliputiennes qui participent également, malgré

un vocabulaire disant le contraire, à cet
effondrement du Réel ; le tout s’affairant
dans une telle jubilation et un « lâche soulagement » que renaît non pas seulement la
« guerre des dieux », permanente en réalité, mais sa simulation ou art déco là aussi :
sans (cent) (vrai/faux) enjeux celle de la
guerre tout court, feintes et ruses, « ami
ou ennemi » admiration « fêlée » envers
la force qui (se) soumet ; peu importe son
« côté obscur »...
Cette recherche, cruelle, façon Portier
de nuit et Salỏ ou les 120 jours de Sodome
(films paradoxaux de l’époque) serait-elle
seulement et benoîtement celle du « Père »
comme l’on disait dans les années 60 au
sens non seulement filial mais affectif de
ne pas se savoir « seul devant son péché »
angoissait Kierkegaard et « seul dans son
existé » soulignait Levinas ?... Il s’agit semble-t-il plutôt d’une ivresse de puissance à
l’ombre des écrans de la Salle de contrôle
globalisée, sans autre retenue que le prochain banquet à Davos et divers « how dare
you » de quelques jeunes démagogues au
visage démesuré…
Un tel non plus déni mais effacement,
« annulation » de réalité (symbolisé en
dernier lieu par la « cancel culture » aux
extrêmes) aurait dû être pourtant écarté
avec les « plus jamais ça » d’après guerre
et surtout après la chute du Mur de Berlin… ; et ce qui a été détruit aurait dû être
reconstruite (cela avait bien commencé
pourtant : pauvreté, famine, pollution,
inégalités injustifiées : en nette régression…). Mais n’est pas Descartes qui veut
(même pour Husserl…) lui qui avait pu le
faire naguère, lui que l’on a accusé (anachroniquement) de vouloir « dominer la
nature » alors qu’il espérait bien mieux la
posséder au sens de la connaître (co/naître
dit Morin) en vue de notre bonne santé et
non pas seulement pour la seule « conquête » orgueilleuse et impavide comme

la rumeur du « on » l’a répandue sous des
signatures pourtant illustres accusant ainsi
toujours « l’autre » (Nietzsche, Heidegger…) ou « le » système (Marx, Lénine,
Marcuse) alors que la poutre était déjà
dans notre œil (qui regardait Caïn ?).
La recomposition de l’horizon
théorique (au sens large, celle d’une
mathesis universalis) se fait attendre (un
nouveau « paradigme » est-il encore envisageable au même titre que l’unification de
la physique ?) tant la division par spécialité
et aussi par fractionnement idéologique
nuit au nécessaire et toujours possible travail synthétique et encyclopédique sur les
Principes comme l’espérait Husserl.
Pourtant l’idée de saisir « l’homme
total » comme l’objectivait Mauss semble
encore à portée tout en sachant que le mot
et la chose sont seront en nécessaire conflit
dialectique comme l’a indiqué Hegel. Et
d’ailleurs avons-nous le choix ? D’aucuns
chez les Modélisateurs le font déjà avec
toutes les insuffisances et erreurs relevées.
La puissance d’être humain, saisie dans
une optique républicaine (au sens de la
politeia) peut par exemple aujourd’hui
démocratiser l’accès à l’affinement « durable » de soi plutôt que sa seule croissance
dont « la » société de « consommation »
en fut la vitrine quantitative nécessaire
mais non suffisante ; mais cette démocratisation se « doit » d’arrêter de prendre
les vessies idéologiques pour des lanternes
« scientifiques », au sens de croire que le
Réel effectif de nos vies peut être annulé,
« confiné » remplacé par l’immensité si
creuse du Virtuel (la « distanciation » bionumérique).
C’est pourtant ce que répandent nos
élites si mielleuses au sourire d’ange ayant
ainsi construit cette immense machine
à réduire la chair humaine à de la viande
végétale au sens de la produire en « variétés
de genre », de manière segmentée, « ciblée »
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rêves compris ; le tout sans douleurs bien
sûr (ou le « global care ») auto-anesthésie
(masquée) à coup de séries-miroirs TV
anguleuses, chatoiement des couleurs
émanant d’écrans multiformes en vue d’en
faire de la viande recyclable comme dans
Soleil Vert, un film prémonitoire de bout
en bout bien plus que Minority Report ou
I Robot ; mais Terminator s’en approche
tant la Ploutocratie globalisée (au sens
non seulement d’être mondialisée mais
intégrée et modulée) nous envoie sur les
écrans ses machines les plus plastiques et
« chaudes » capables de non seulement
jouer les Monsieur (et Madame) Smith
(ou les nouveaux monsieur et madame
Loyal) mais aussi l’Élu prétendant nous
« sauver de nous-mêmes » jusqu’à désormais traquer le moindre virus en nous
traçant jusque dans nos neurones comme
le régime post-maoïste le fait désormais et
le propose comme Modèle.
Le Réel comme « quelque chose en
plus »
En fait, un rapide bilan de l’état des sciences sociales et humaines mais aussi des
arts (cinéma, littérature…) montre, à part
quelques exceptions (mais qui ne font pas
la loi du genre) que la situation actuelle
n’est pas (du tout) saisie dans sa profondeur
gnoséologique ; parce que la réification de
l’approche scientifique par exemple ou de
la dissolution de tout art au profit de son
seul support (ou « matière »: peinture, éléments, géométrie des « corps »…) est telle
que les eaux tumultueux du Fleuve, celui
de la réalité réelle, coule certes toujours,
mais sans être non seulement adéquatement traité mais de plus en plus pollué
vidé de sa substance ; d’où d’ailleurs une
spéculation jamais égalée dans le domaine
de « l’art contemporain » qui s’en arrache
les derniers vestiges, lambeaux d’imaginaires en circuit fermé s’auto-recyclant
de mal en pis faute de mieux ou comment
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combiner Lars Von Trier Newton et Bacon
sans pour autant avancer d’un iota sur la
connaissance des eaux profondes charriées par le Fleuve sinon en mélangeant les
genres dans tous les sens du terme.
C’est ce qui n’avait pas échappé à Jean
Baudrillard qui précisément lorsqu’il
critiqua cet « art » exsangue dit « contemporain », mais si lucratif et académique, vit
s’abattre sur lui toute la puissance de feu
de vampires au faite de leur pouvoir, ayant
permuté depuis longtemps vie « réelle »
et vie « fictive », la seconde devenant non
seulement matrice de la première, mais ce
qui la modèle au sens non pas de puiser
dans l’idéel la légitimité de sa présence
réelle, mais d’effacer complètement celle-ci
au profit de celle-là ; à l’instar de ce qu’avait
pu faire de sa vie Andy Warhol comme le
relate Baudrillard dans Le crime parfait,
jusqu’à ce qu’une de ses détractrices lui
tire dessus pour tester son degré de réalité
(virale).
Aujourd’hui, nous sommes toujours
dans cette situation où il existe encore bien
des étoiles dans le ciel médiatique, mais
leur réalité a bel et bien disparu depuis
longtemps et pourtant elles discutent
devant nous, et avec la même suffisance,
des travaux et des jours.
Est-il nécessaire d’entrer à nouveau dans
les détails en bouquet final ?....
Peut-être faut-il affiner le niveau de
pixels théoriques : la prétention des mots
à vouloir enserrer les choses jusqu’à s’y
substituer avait été remplacée à la fin du
dix-neuvième siècle par les chiffres qui fort
de leur puissance de feu pratiquée dans
l’essor fabuleux de la Technique pensaient
avoir toujours le dernier mot si l’on peut
dire alors que cela a toujours été impossible ; sans remonter en effet à la Querelle
des Universaux ou plus loin encore aux
reproches faits par Aristote à Platon l’idée
de maison ne permet pas de la construire

telle quelle ; ce que ne disconvenait pas
Platon puisque dans sa théorie des trois
classes il y avait distinction entre concepteur/guerrier, artisans, esclave, Agrippa
parlant, lui, de leur symbiose, Hegel puis
Marx de leur conflit permanent ; le « réel »
s’avère donc toujours être quelque chose en
plus disait Kant, ce qui fait qu’ il ne soit pas
certain que la probabilité visant à prévoir
son état, aussi précise soit-elle, puisse calculer, a fortiori, sur du vivant humain la
trajectoire de celui-ci comme s’il s’agissait
d’un « simple » jeu de particules, et, plus
encore, comme si nous étions que de la
pâte à modeler infiniment plastique et dont
on pourrait fantasmer le fait de pouvoir lui
donner toutes les formes désirées.
Nous assistons à la fin de ce modèle
« bon papa » malgré sa nouvelle montée
en puissance sous sa forme bio-numérique
cherchant à nous transformer en « terminaux » modulables ; ce que Baudrillard
avait perçu en posant qu’à l’instar du
médium qui devient le principal message
c’est bien « l’économie politique du signe »,
manipulé par la ploutocratie globale, qui
devient le message ; « l’intersectionnalité » tant vantée en n’étant qu’un avatar
« modal » de plus : celui de son idéologie
légitimant la fabrique de ces myriades de
« variétés » comme l’espérait un Deleuze
avec l’assentiment béate de Foucault.
La puissance de cette nouvelle forme
de modélisation est telle qu’elle veut
nous faire croire qu’elle EST désormais le réel lui-même alors qu’elle est
épistémologiquement dépassée, déphasée
puisque la matière vivante a fortiori
humaine est bien plus résiliente qu’inerte
; et pourtant les Modélisateurs toujours
portés par le paradigme d’autrefois (de
type béhavioriste) assènent que « le » virus
(il n’y en aurait plus qu’un désormais avec
son rituel journalier de courbes à l’érection médiatisée, érotisée) pourrait être si

dévastateur que seul l’arrêt des échanges
vivants au profit de l’accélération des
échanges virtuels serait la seule issue ; cela
permettrait ainsi de « sauver des vies »
et aussi par le même coup « la planète » ;
alors que ce « confinement » détruit bien
plus qu’il ne construit ; dans la mesure où
ne savons même pas de façon certaine si
par exemple C-19 se contracte principalement par contact de vivant à vivant (non
malade) ou plutôt de manière principalement manuelle, par le toucher, d’une
part, alors que, d’autre part, sa mortalité
reste extrêmement faible (à l’instar d’une
« grippe » disparue depuis ou quasiment,
et il ne tue guère les enfants)…
En tout cas une sorte de modélisation
systématique émerge qui cependant continue à prétendre comme l’ancienne (le
changement dans la continuité en réalité
alors que son paradigme de la matière
passive est obsolète) qu’elle peut tout
prévoir avec certitude ; d’où l’idée, officielle, prétendant que l’augmentation de
« positifs » entraînerait systématiquement
l’augmentation de « malades » ; sans concevoir cependant, et comme cela a été
fait dans certains pays, qu’il conviendrait
plutôt de mettre à niveau un accueil hospitalier digne de ce nom pour les personnes
à risque au lieu de croire qu’il faille ralentir
jusqu’à arrêter les échanges entre humains
alors que ce sont deux choses bel et bien
distinctes : si vous avez un bon système
hospitalier ce dernier prend en charge les
personnes les plus à risque sans cependant
empêcher la vie sociale urbaine de continuer. Ce n’est pas ce qui est fait…
Le refus d’adopter cette solution,
pourtant évidente, montre alors bien qu’il
y a autre chose en jeu : le fait d’accélérer
l’annulation du réel non prédictible ou le
Simulacre du 3ème Ordre selon « l’épistémologie baudrillardienne » : non pas celle qui
se trompe dans ses calculs en maniant
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faussement ses exponentielles (la catastrophe prévue avec ses millions et millions
de morts n’aura pas eu lieu) mais celle qui
nous modélise au sens cette fois sculpturale : nous sculpter, nous forger, et le monde
qui avec, ce qui n’est pas nouveau certes,
mais ce désormais au sens littéral : au sein
même de nos corps par des circuits courts
intégrés capables de faire des courts circuits
éventuellement ou le triomphe en creux de
l’art contemporain au sens de Blanchot :
nous, humains, devenons œuvres finales
(Eurydice transformée en statue) non
pas au sens historique d’un Sujet modelé
par le « sociopolitique » mais une œuvre
organique, un peu comme ces tableaux
montrant la matière peinture en seul sujet,
mais avec un bémol esthétique sur lequel
insiste Blanchot (Matrice des Bataille,
Foucault, Deleuze, Derrida…) : l’œuvre
réelle est le processus : « le mouvement est
tout le but n’est rien») nous programmant
alors et de plus en plus comme des bulles
numériques « intelligentes » (déjà prévues
par la SF bien entendu) toujours en mouvement brownien, certes, comme l’indique
Baudrillard, mais dont la cinétique, aujourd’hui, s’avère de plus en plus intégrée et
manipulable à distance ; de telle sorte que
nous devenons peu à peu des variétés de
« rhinocéros » déjà théorisés par Ionesco
(« tout en attendant Godot » comme la
disparition du mal sur Terre) des variétés
de vecteurs « multi » (couleur, sexe, goûts)
des segments téléguidés erratiques au sein
d’une réalité labyrinthe transformée en
laboratoire de plus en plus global, le « rat »
s’auto-impulsant en dopamine coulant à
flots : le flux ininterrompu de rêves vidéo
aspirant les individus à l’instar des holosuites de Startreck.
Le tout s’établit au nom du « total care »
bien sûr, celui de ce « principe de précaution » (issu d’un paradigme mécaniste
dépassé) ou la prévention maximale visant
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à aiguiller, au sens littéral, la « demande »
de feu vert pour telle ou telle « offre » de
consommation selon les surcharges et
décharges du « réseau » mondial saisi ici
comme l’ensemble des interconnexions
multidimensionnelles des désirs et de
leurs projections objectales ; ou comment
« réguler » les flux de la marchandise post
humaine : ralentie ici surtaxée là, confinée
là-bas ; l’idée étant désormais d’intensifier
l’homogénéisation, de la pasteuriser, au
sens de retirer peu à peu aux « humains »
la capacité même de décider de leur « propre » vie, trop dangereux, polluant, « la »
planète l’exigerait indique ce panthéisme
revisité ; et puis nombre d’entre-eux ne
désirent plus le faire, cela se voit tous
les jours, même les plus « rebelles » se
soumettent devant la « plandémie » (alors
que le taux de mortalité mondial de la
C-19 oscille entre 0,0001 et 0,0002 %)
aussi s’abandonnent-ils, avec délice pour
certains, aux injonctions contradictoires
(dé/masquez-vous ! Jeunes contre vieux)
préférant être (télé) guidés comme il a été
bien vu dans les années 1917-1933… Puis
1948, 1958, 1962,1979… (Mao, Castro,
Ben Bella, Khomeiny…).
La
résilience
du
paradigme
oligomorphique: de l’émancipation à
l’affinement
Comment maintenant résister à une
telle « manip » jamais égalée dans cette
ampleur puisqu’elle s’est non seulement
répandue mondialement (et elle sait le
faire) mais se solidifie jour après jour
au-delà des régimes politiques, des idéologies, des stratifications et classes sociales?
Certains pensent pour la contrer qu’il
faut revenir à des formes anciennes de
sculpture sur soi comme le religieux, la
nation, la tribu, le clan, la famille donc au
sens d’abandonner son libre arbitre à plus
« grand » que soi ; mais n’est-ce pas ce qui
se passe actuellement ?...

« Refaisons nation » clame par exemple
le Président de la République française
en empêchant les « jeunes » de se « voir »
trop souvent afin qu’ils ne « contaminent »
pas les « vieux » au lieu de faire en sorte
de maintenir un système de santé performant, tout en l’affinant, y intégrant dans ce
cas les nouvelles thérapies appréhendant
l’individu comme un tout symbiotique
capable de renforcer son immunité son
« microbiote » en restant dynamique par
l’activité physique, mentale, et une bonne
nutrition ou le « bonheur » cette « santé »
que recherchait Descartes...
De même, plutôt qu’innover ainsi
certains veulent seulement « restaurer » :
ils pensent par exemple que pour lutter
contre la marchandisation des corps et des
affects, avec l’explosion des écrans et leur
impact sur l’extension des comportements
pornographiques, il faut casser (« réguler ») Internet, empêcher la 5 G, revenir
pour d’autres encore, mais sans le dire
si crûment bien sûr à la domination de
l’homme sur la femme, sur l’enfant, voiler
celle-ci, empêcher de penser celui-là, et
donc les occuper par prières incessantes
et des tâches quotidiennes, en attendant
qu’ils aient l’âge pour s’entraîner à la guerre
et enfanter à la chaîne…
Nous voilà alors, nous, -« image »
(selon certains) de ce qui nous aurait
« créé » c’est-à-dire « libre », « souverain »,
« indépendant », sorti de « l’infériorité »
et de l’injonction catégorique infantile
qui nous « minore »-, nous voilà pourtant
pris entre le marteau et l’enclume : d’un
côté « l’inc(r)oyable » déchaînement des
injonctions nous catégorisant désormais
comme animaux nuisibles qu’il faut
masquer et démasquer contrôler et gaver
numériquement alors qu’avant nous
n’étions que des animaux à faire jouir en
vue de « l’orgie permanente » cette « féérie
des signes » dont parlent Jean Baudrillard

et Maltsev Oleg ; de l’autre côté se trouve
de nouveau érigé en étendard salvateur
l’exhumation d’exigences comportementales nostalgiques d’un « âge d’or » qui
aurait permis bien mieux qu’aujourd’hui
de conserver nos liens indicibles avec le
mystère du monde visible et invisible…
Ce dilemme, si séducteur, du « ou bien/
ou bien » semble à la fois bien réducteur
et surtout faux, même si ce dernier est
« un moment du vrai » : ce n’est pas parce
que nous vivons plus confortablement et
plus longtemps, au-delà des ajustements
permanents nécessaires à l’encontre des
inégalités injustifiées, qu’il faille pour
autant confondre ces « acquis » avec cette
soit disante « nécessité » de nous transformer plus « confortablement » encore
(telle cette grenouille qui trouve agréable
l’eau de plus en plus bouillante dans
laquelle « on » l’a immergé) afin de devenir
cette espèce modulable malléable à souhait
que d’aucuns veulent encore plus réduire à
des « besoins » autant de matériaux fluides
ou compacts, à l’instar de ce qu’est devenu
la picturalité dans l’art contemporain conceptuel et destroy : même plus le sujet ou
l’objet mais le résidu, d’un côté ; tandis que,
de l’autre côté, d’autres encore aspireraient
à nouveau à nous retransformer en soldats
de plomb tout dévoués à la « cause » celle
de leurs « seigneurs et maîtres » parlant
agissant jouissant en « notre nom ».
Au final ce « dilemme de l’infériorité »
s’avère ainsi solidifié par cette fourchette
permanente emprise avec l’échiquier du
monde et sa réalité humaine : ou maître ou
esclave, ou du côté du manche ou du côté
de la lame : mais que faire lorsque nous
avons à faire à un couteau sans manche
qui n’a pas de lame ? Baudrillard aimait
cette pirouette qu’il se targuait d’avancer
souvent riant sans doute sous cape encore
au fond des interstices interstellaires et
microscopiques, nous laissant « Gros Jean
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comme devant » abandonné aux crocs des
concepts rançonneurs.
En réponse, Baudrillard avait cette idée
de radicaliser les stratégies alternatives en
les rendant fatales tout comme l’inertie
de l’objet dans le vide et celle des « masses
silencieuses » immergées dans le monde
post-métallique des médias mondiaux.
Celles-ci n’ont pas abouties ou à la marge ;
ressuscitant plutôt des anciennes gloires
se vantant d’abattre telle ou telle Tour de
Babel, reconstruite plus haute et plus triomphante quelques temps après…
Le retour du « symbolique » radicalisé
ainsi comme arme contre la modélisation
et l’activisme des Simulacres ne semble
pas avoir été une alternative stratégique
si fatale (comme le pensait Baudrillard
après le 11 septembre…) mais plutôt un
ingrédient de plus assimilé au Trois « B » :
Big Brother, Big Pharma, Big high-tech
comme cela se repère aujourd’hui avec la
manipulation des réseaux numériques,
des revues scientifiques (LancetGate) et
du passé historique que d’aucuns tentent
d’annuler.
Aussi vaut-il mieux songer à prôner,
certes, une reconquête de la façon de penser des Anciens, comme l’espérait également
Leo Strauss, qui, par exemple, ne séparaient pas mais distinguaient les réels visibles
et invisibles, sans pour autant cependant
accepter que leurs accès soient toujours
gardés par les mêmes chimères dans le sens
où il faudrait juste ressusciter « l’Autorité »
la « Verticalité », « l’Égalité » (la nostalgie actuelle autour des « empires ») alors
qu’il s’agit surtout de préserver et créer de
nouveaux rites initiatiques, de préserver
de réels équilibres entre les pouvoirs afin
que tout un chacun puisse accéder à son
Signe, qu’il soit astral, destinal, au sein ;
tout en sachant qu’il le déploie (en nature)
et développe (en affinement) au sein d’un
double triptyque : sujet acteur agent,
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singulier (famille) particulier (nation)
universel (être animal humain…).
Une transcendance morphologique
propre à notre espèce posée comme aussi
Genre spécifique : celle sans doute de nos
neurones miroirs ou l’empathie, s’articulant à l’altérité : celle-ci étant pensée non
plus comme seul souci de l’autre, ce qui
est hypocrite, mais plutôt défi à relever
ensemble puisque l’autre n’est ni un autre
ni mon autre, seulement, mais aussi celui
qui peut « nous » pousser à mieux être
cette constitution permanente du monde
(comme le cherchait, peut-être, Carnap).
L’apport de Baudrillard peut y aider.

A final, paradoxical wink …
Jeremy Fernando

Creative
…comes to us, perhaps came to us, is
quite possibly always coming to us, from
our dear friend, our teacher, to remind us,
to quite possibly never let us forget, that
“the whole art is to know how to disappear before dying and instead of dying”.
After all, he be the one who called for a
disappearance even before he disappeared.
Where, he was perhaps the one who had
already disappeared even when he was
with us; and now that he is gone, has played
the final trick — has had the last laugh, as
it were — not by returning, resurrecting,
but by completely disappearing.
Leaving us not just with a memory, not
just with his thoughts, his writings, but

6

perhaps more importantly, his smile. For,
as Marine Dupuis Baudrillard tells Wolfgang Schirmacher, “when I asked why
he was smiling, he replied, what else can
I do…”
What else can I do…
…an utterance, his utterance, that
comes — I would like to think — not
through a want of volition, a lack of
choice, but a what else do I do but smile.
For, we should try not to forget that he had
already — once upon a time — perhaps
cheekily, warned us that “nothing just
vanishes; of everything that disappears
there remains traces. The problem is what
remains when everything has disappeared.
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It’s a bit like Lewis Carroll’s Cheshire Cat,
whose grin still hovers in the air after the
rest of him has vanished … Now, a cat’s
grin is already something terrifying, but
the grin without the cat is something even
more terrifying …”
Which perhaps opens a question for
us — a question that remains with us
precisely by leaving, remains in us in its
leaving, quite possibly in the moment in
which it leaves —, the question of: what is
the art of disappearing? For, if art is transformative, brings forth a new possibility,
what is at stake is the ways in which disappearing has been changed, the manner
in which our friend has altered disappearance. Or, if we want to be playful — and
there is quite possibly no approach more
appropriate during une fête — perhaps,
what he has done is to have introduced us
to the notion of appearances as a diss.
Where the art is in making “a final,
paradoxical wink — the wink of reality
laughing at itself in its most hyperrealist
form … irony”.
Where what remains — the grin — is
nothing more, and infinitely nothing less,
than a grin.
Where, all one can say is: there is a grin.
Even if it well might be — perhaps to
our chagrin — his grin.
Which might be why Nietzsche
reminds us that you should always beware
your disciples. For they may, and inevitably will, forsake you. Not through lack of
faithfulness, certainly not for want of trying — but that in trying to interpret you,
understand you, they will forget that in
attempting to present you, they will always
already be speaking over you, whilst
quite possibly trying you, putting you on
trial. For, in attempting to comprehend,
they will always also be apprehending,
stopping your movements, your vitality,
perhaps your life itself — mortifying you,
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setting you into stone. Precisely because
they will be trying too hard: for, in trying
to preserve a tradition, preserve you as a
tradition, what they will also be doing is
delivering you, handing you over (tradere), and in doing so, be bringing forth
the echo of, be ringing the bells of, treason
(trair) — in trying to do this in memory of
you, in attempting to keep you, hold on to
you, all they will be doing is to be making
you in their own image; that is, they will
inevitably betray you.
Which is not to say that one ignores,
doesn’t attempt to attend to, the one whom
one likes, admires, reads, learns from.
Far from it.
But, one should try to bear in mind
the beautiful reminder of Jean-Luc Nancy
that in order to touch, it is space that is
first needed. Without which, not only is
the other no longer wholly other, but that
there is no longer any other.
Which might well be why, another
friend, one Sylvère Lotringer, reminds us
to
“forget meaning and with it the subject.”
For, he continues, “beauty will be amnesiac or will not be at all.”
That it is only in the forgetting — of
him, his work, even his thought — that
we might be able to catch a glimpse of the
beautiful. So, one might have to, quite literally, as the title of their conversation, the
name of their interview, implies, perhaps
even implores: “Forget Baudrillard”.
After all, a true friend stabs you in the
front.
For, this is the risk of having friends.
But perhaps, there is no love without
betrayal, no infidelity that does not also
bring with it echoes of, hopes of, a fidelity.
This being peril of friendship. For, we
have to bear in mind that the risk of being
a friend, of calling someone a friend, is that
one of the two will live to, will have to, watch

the other die.
A moment that I had to face one morning whilst lying in bed — that I am, in
many ways, still facing.
3 in the morning.
On the 7th of March, 2007.
Tickets almost in hand to fly to Paris.
I receive a text message from a friend —
a text bearing news which travelled from
Paris to Leipzig, to Pretoria, finally landing in Singapore — a text from Tombie
Rautenbach, carrying in it, with it, within
it, a missive that read, that will always read,
“Baudrillard is dead.”
A text that continues to write itself onto
me;
never forgetting that writing, what is
written, quite possibly always also causes
us to writhe.
For, words are missiles that explode in
your somatic being.
An explosion in me, into me, that has
since been coming out of me.
Which is not to say that I know what it
means, if it even means anything. In many
ways, “removing meaning brings out the
essential point: namely, that the image
is more important than what it speaks
about — just as language is more than
what it signifies … But it must also remain
alien to itself in some way. Not reflect itself
as a medium, not take itself for an image. It
must remain a fiction, a fable…”
Thus, so much more than painting a
picture: where, by painting I also mean
staining — adding a layer onto a medium,
such that what is seen, what we call the
painting, is what remains of the indistinguishable relationship between the canvas
and the paint.
Where what we call a painting is what
remains to wink at us — teasing us with the
possibility that not only is it not what we
think it is, say that it is, but, more radically,
that, as Yves Klein might say, the painting

is only the witness who saw what happened.
That, what we have named a painting
quite possibility brings with it, bears, the
secret name: ceci n’est pas une peinture.
Much like writing.
Which is always an addition of something onto, a scratching into, a surface, but
at the same time also what is scratched
out of a material, from a medium. Where,
what is read, what can be read, is perhaps
what allows itself to be seen, to be glimpsed
at — the remains of the skin which comes
to us, the “simulacrum”, as it were.
So perhaps, all one can say of him is: he
writes what he writes.
And all I can say of me is: quod scripsi
scripsi.
This is writing so he can disappear;
writing his disappearance.
Not just writing his radical alterity.
But, writing as radical alterity.
And in writing on Jean, in writing his
disappearance, what else can I do but
smile…
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Grin.
with a bottle of gin, no less…
***
All the lines, words, thoughts, in
guillemets are echoes of and from Jean
Baudrillard.
This piece was first delivered as a talk
at the 10th anniversary fête celebrating Baudrillard’s passing at the Salon
d’honneur in Le Conservatoire national des arts et métiers at 2 Rue Conté.
With thanks, and much appreciation, to
Marine Baudrillard and Diane S. Rubenstein for the kind invitation, warmth, and
hospitality; and to François L’Yvonnet and
Marc Guillaume for organising the session.
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A Matrix of Melancholia:
Mark Fisher and Jean Baudrillard
Alexzander Mazey

7
‘Cinema is the art of appearances, tells
us something about reality itself. It tells us
something about how reality constitutes
itself. There is an old gnostic theory that our
world was not perfectly created. That the
God who created our world was an idiot
who bangled the job so that our world is
a half-finished creation. There are voids,
openings, gaps, it’s not fully real, fully
constituted. In the wonderful scene, in the
last instalment of the Alien Saga, ‘Alien
Resurrection’ (1997), when Ripley, the
cloned Ripley, enters a mysterious room, she
encounters the previous, failed version of
herself […] Just a horrified creature, a small

foetus-like entity, then more developed
forms. Finally, a creature that almost looks
like her, but her limbs are like that of the
monster. This means that all the time, our
previous, ultimate embodiments, what we
might have been, but are not, that this ultimate versions of ourselves are haunting us.
That’s the ontological view of reality, that
we get here. As if it’s an unfinished universe.
This is, I think, a very modern feeling, it is
true, such ontology of unfinished reality,
that cinema became a truly modern art.’
Slavoj Žižek, ‘The Pervert’s Guide to
Cinema’
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What’s so frustrating about the characters Jason Statham tends to portray, is
their melancholic disposition, the subservience and passive acceptance to an
order of appearances that seems to drive
humanity towards its own destruction.
There is a perverse maturity to this cynicism, however, a sadness that asks what
a single man can do against such reckless
hatred? Even so, at no point does Jonas
Taylor, the protagonist of ‘The Meg’ (2018),
for example, question the ontological
nature of the world he has just saved — the
metastatic world of decadence and ecstatic
communication, finding representation
in Sanya Bay, for instance. (Who is he to
judge, after all?) In this way, Jonas Taylor,
in particular, represents a philosophy of
preservation without question; in other
words, a philosophy of simple obedience.
What’s more frustrating is a trilogy of
films like ‘The Matrix Saga’, particularly
the final film of that trilogy, ‘The Matrix
Revolutions’ (2003) in which the character,
Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne), full of a
paradoxical faith in his reality inside Zion,
looks to the sky and says, ‘I imagined this
moment, for so long.’ Tears form in his
eyes. ‘Is this real?’ He asks.
Compare, briefly, the expressions of
the two characters within that brilliant
scene. Niobe (Jada Pinkett Smith) stands,
looking up at the retreating army of
sentinel machines, a face characterised
by pure alleviation and relief. She turns,
drastically, to face Morpheus, (her own
‘referential’ of hope and optimistic faith
(her love, no less)), who has retreated now,
not towards another human being, but
into the introspection of himself. Niobe
embraces Morpheus, holding him tightly,
grounding herself (and him?) into something real, that is to say, into the referential
of faith. Meanwhile, Morpheus closes his
eyes, blinds himself, so to speak, to the
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knowledge that this just doesn’t feel real —
something is off. ‘I imagined this moment,
for so long. Is this real?’ The very formulation of this question, in the hour of victory,
no less, seems revealing.
This is where the film should have
begun, I claim; with a character being
given the world in which they imagined,
that is to say, a world they always desired,
only to see them begin to question the
manifestation of that very same world,
as yet another potential simulation — a
simulation they did not see coming. The
fact that Niobe continues to embrace
Morpheus, whilst Morpheus, on the other
hand, tentatively looks away from her, back
up towards the sky, is interesting. Moreover, it is coincidental, perhaps, how the
scene cuts away to an establishing shot of
the machine city, followed by a close-up of
a blinded Neo (Keanu Reeves); a bandage
wrapped around his eyes. The simulated
nature of this secondary world, (the world
occurring outside of the known simulation
of the matrix), can be located, I think,
in the strange, melodramatic, (almost
silly) representation of the ‘machine city’
itself, which seems both weird and eerie.
(I am recalling to mind, for instance, the
‘machine face’ that converses with Neo,
towards the end of the trilogy.)
It is important to compare these twisted, grotesque machines, those who occupy
the machine city, whom possess, in addition, a demonic-like quality in appearance,
to their ‘programmed’ counterparts, the
machine-minds, full of sentience and
occasionally warm wisdom, that appear
frequently in the illusory world of the
Matrix. Take, for example, the conversation between Neo and Rama Kandra in
‘The Matrix Revolutions’. Rama Kandra,
we are told, is the machine ‘program’, the
power plant systems’ manager for recycling operations.

Nevertheless, Rama appears warm
and human; more human than human,
perhaps? In fact, Rama is a thoroughly
hyperreal mimicry of the human manifestation. ‘I love my daughter very much…’
He tells, Neo, ‘I find her to be the most
beautiful thing I have ever seen.’ Neo is
confused, here; how can a computer program understand something as complex as
love. It is a human emotion, after all. ‘No,
it is a word.’ Rama replies. ‘What matters is
the connection the word implies.’
In the essay, ‘The Slow Cancellation of
the Future’, published in ‘Ghosts of my Life’,
Mark Fisher writes how, ‘…any particular
linguistic term gains its meaning not
from its own positive qualities but from
its difference from other terms.’ It can be
said that these linguistic differences exist
within a complex, virtual, spectral ‘cyberspace’ that recalls the absence of additional
linguistic terms. These terms exist as a
referential spectre. Fisher concludes: ‘…
think of hauntology as the agency of the
virtual, with the spectre understood not as
anything supernatural, but as that which
acts without (physically) existing.’ Alternatively, in ‘Fatal Strategies’, Jean Baudrillard
writes, ‘Signs don’t draw up a contract of
exchange with each other, but a pact of
alliance.’ (Emphasis added.)
If the cohabitation of Neo and Rama,
in a world reserved for the passing of
computer programs, does not confirm
Neo as yet another computer program,
destined (programmed) to eradicate the
violent, metastatic ghosts of the matrix,
(finding representation in exiled program,
Smith (Hugo Weaving), for example),
then I don’t know what will. In fact, was
the love between Rama and his daughter,
in addition, programmed into them, more
importantly, was the love between Neo
and Trinity (Carrie-Anne Moss) also programmed? If so, does this programming,

the sentience felt by all involved, make it
any less real?
‘What is real?’ Morpheus asks Neo. ‘How
do you define real? If you’re talking about
what you can feel, what you can smell,
taste and see then real is simply electrical
signals interpreted by your brain.’
We know, in addition, from his conversations with the oracle and the architect
of the matrix, for example, that Neo has
faced a journey of Eternal Reoccurrence.
Is this not the fate of a program carrying
out its protocols, coming to fruition,
before repeating again and again, cycling
endlessly? In addition, can we not view the
faith exhibited by Morpheus, especially
towards the destiny of Neo, as something
programmed into him? In this way, can we
not view faith, in an ontological outlook,
for instance, as a programmable paradigm?
Moreover, this conversation, between
Rama and Neo, takes place within a train
station, a subway terminal, a visual presentation of a ‘nowhere’ place, a (hyperreal)
place that exists between both the world
of the matrix, and the ‘elsewhere’ world
where programs are created. (Interestingly
enough, we never come to observe this
world, or its functions.)
Within ‘The Slow Cancellation of the
Future’, Fisher recalls the British television
series ‘Sapphire and Steel’.
‘One aim of Sapphire and Steel was to
transpose ghost stories out of the Victorian
context and into contemporary places, the
still inhabited or the recently abandoned.
In the final assignment, Sapphire and Steel
arrive at a small service station. Corporate logos — Access, 7 Up, Castrol GTX,
LV — are pasted on the windows and the
walls of the garage and the adjoining café.
This ‘hallway place’ is a prototype version
of what the anthropologist Marc Augé
will call in a 1995 book of the same title,
‘non-places’ — the generic zones of transit
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(retail parks, airports) which will come to
increasingly dominate the spaces of late
capitalism.’
It is no matter of convenience that so
much of late capitalism’s ‘non-places’ feature heavily in the mise en scène of ‘The
Matrix Trilogy’. Consider, for example, the
prevalence of these places, the frequent
inclusion of elevators, subways, terminal
stations, hotel lobbies… In fact, the entire
environment of the Matrix, with all its
illusory artifice, seems to be defined by
the presence of a cultural expectation, the
expectation, whilst saturated with the iconography of billboards and advertisement,
of progressive modernity as something
constantly in a state of progression —
although thoroughly unhappy with itself,
never settled; pushing forward to someplace, somewhere, endlessly.
The environment, as such, becomes
the simulation of movement, progress, and
communication. The consequence of this
environment, a simulated progression
towards increasingly compartmentalised
(abstract) worlds of work and leisure,
(perhaps?) as Fisher points out, develops
into, with severe consequences, a culture
that has ‘lost the ability to grasp and articulate the present.’ As Fisher recalls, ‘…
in one very important sense, there is no
present to grasp and articulate any more.’
In fact, within ‘The Slow Cancellation of
the Future’, Mark Fisher explores the simulations inherent in contemporary culture.
Culture, (music, especially), occurring
at the turn of the century, that is to say,
a culture built as the simulacrum of the
past. Mark Ronson’s simulation of the ‘60s
soul sound’, for example, or alternatively,
as Fisher writes, Artic Monkeys’ ‘discrepancies in texture’ placing them; ‘neither
to the present nor to the past but to some
implied ‘timeless’ era, an eternal 1960s or
an eternal 80s.’
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It is wrong for Fisher to see these
manifestations as a mere ‘cancellation of
the future’ as, I claim, we should observe
them, instead, as cancellations of the past;
the attempts of a abstractive, vibrationally
present ‘non-place’, built on the trajectory of neoliberal (hyper)capitalism, to
assimilate and eradicate the ‘stagnant communication’ of some concrete past; with
all its nuance, complexity, and perspective.
This is the eradication and assimilation of
the past, particularly, as a nostalgic birthing point of the lost referential — points
of moral and ethical absolutism that are
increasingly lost to us, optimistically
speaking, assimilated into the relativism of
the present. There is an attempt, through
the cultural milieu, especially, to rewrite
the past into another simulated, proliferated, replicated, ‘non-place’, a past captured
through mediated forms — not for some
peripheral, nostalgic purposes — but for
the eradication (assimilation) of what no
longer belongs here. After all, the only referential that should belong here, are those
referentials built on the foundations of
postmodern relativity, in other words, the
relativity of the simulation itself. In this
way, the future develops as a simulation
in which the past has been thoroughly
rewritten.
According to the ideals of progress —
the kind that controls, with an everyday
influence, thoughts and behaviour — the
‘evil past’, operating as a ‘referential’ to
the ‘brilliant future’, is almost always
presented as a place of gloom, doom and
backwardness. (A backwardness, existing
as a ‘tenacious myth’, that must be thoroughly overcome.) These days, the past
becomes the simulation of a non-place,
where women died in childbirth, children
died without a bite to eat, and suffering and
oppression were common place. Paradoxically speaking, this alleged world of horror

and suffering simultaneously gave birth to
a paradigm in which human beings also
came to dominate all life on planet earth,
filling the world with the ecstatic communication of fridge magnets and fast cars. Is
this real? I will recall to your mind, Pentti
Linkola’s ‘Can Life Prevail?’
‘We can now thank prosperity for
bringing us — among other things — two
million cars, millions of glowing, electronic entertainment boxes, and many
unneeded buildings to cover the green
earth. Surplus wealth has led to gambling
in the marketplace and rampant social
injustice, whereby ‘the common people’
end up contributing to the construction
of golf courses, five-star hotels, and holiday resorts, while fattening Swiss bank
accounts. Besides, the people of wealthy
countries are the most frustrated, unemployed, unhappy, suicidal, sedentary,
worthless and aimless people in history.’
It is fascinating how Mark Fisher writes
of an eternal 1960s or an eternal 80s, when
we consider, in ‘The Matrix’ (1999), for
example, (the final, cinematic masterpiece
of the twentieth century, perhaps?), a
humanity that forever resides in an eternal
simulation of the 1990s. Take, for instance,
the address between Agent Smith and a
captured, tortured Morpheus, as we head
towards the climax of the earliest instalment of the franchise.
‘Have you ever stood and stared at it,
marvelled at its beauty, its genius? Billions
of people just living out their lives. Oblivious. Did you know that the first matrix
was designed to be the perfect human
world, where none suffered, where everyone would be happy? It was a disaster, no
one would accept the program… Some
believed that we lacked the programming
language to describe your perfect world,
but I believe, as a species, human beings
define their reality through misery and

suffering. A perfect world was a dream
that your primitive cerebrum kept trying
to wake up from. Which is why the matrix
was redesigned to this, the peak of your
civilisation. I say your civilisation because
as soon as we started thinking for you it
really became our civilisation, which is, of
course, what this is all about. Evolution,
Morpheus. Evolution, like the dinosaur.
Look out that window, you had your time,
the future is our world. Morpheus, the
future is our time.’
Is Agent Smith referring to the marvelled
beauty, the genius of human civilisation,
or rather to the machine matrix itself,
a world where billions of people live out
their lives, and so on, oblivious to the simulation? Interestingly enough, either side
of this interpretation holds weight, since
both the matrix and the ‘peak of human
civilisation’ can be interpreted as totally
illusory constructs, products of marvellous
artifice, built on the foundations of a virtual trajectory. What’s so fascinating about
these allegedly sentient machines, finding
representation in Smith, is the inability to
break away from the ‘referential’ nature of
modern humanity, finding fruition in the
Agent’s outlook on progress and evolution.
A progressive future, a trajectory towards
a utopianism, that has, perhaps, been lost,
in addition, to the machine mind, after all,
this is a machine sentience, an artificial
intelligence, built in the image of human
sentience.
It is interesting how Agent Smith, a
reflection of the black-suited, ‘hard-power’ corporatism of the 1990s, is obsessed
with both the progress and evolution of his
own machine civilisation, and yet comes
to develop an incompatibility. He develops, gradually, overtime, into a virus that
must be thoroughly eradicated from the
same system (trajectory) he once served.
(His eradication occurs at the hands of
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another program, Neo.) Only through the
eradication of Smith’s belief in progress,
(whatever that may look like for an artificial
intelligence’s perspective), can harmony
between the machine consciousness and
human existence finally be achieved, in
other words, there is a maintenance of an
equilibrium, here. In another scene, once
again, addressing the captured, tortured
Morpheus, Agent Smith asks:
‘Can you hear me, Morpheus? I’m going
to be honest with you. I hate this place, this
zoo, this prison, this reality, whatever you
want to call it, I can’t stand it any longer. It’s
the smell — if there is such a thing. I feel
saturated by it. I can taste your stink; and
every time I do, I fear that I have somehow
been infected by it. It’s repulsive. Isn’t it?
I must get out of here. I must get free, and
this mind is the key. My key. Once Zion
is destroyed there is no need for me to be
here. Do you understand? …I need to get
inside Zion.’
In terms of Agent Smith, the philosophy of progress exists in tandem with
resentment and misanthropy. This reveals,
I claim, the nature of progressive values
as concealing a hatred for the existence
of the present, which must be constantly
worked upon, a philosophy where society will always perceive the iconography
of the present as the iconography of its
own ‘backwardness’, a stink that must be
thoroughly eradicated. Ergo, progress
develops as a philosophy of self-loathing
and resentment. This is why our progressive societies must always occupy a virtual
future, a virtual trajectory, whereby the
present must be dominated by the iconography, the sign-values, so to speak, of
human progress (technological and economic, for example). (The ideologies of
progress are something we continuously
observe in the ecstatic communication of
consumer culture, for example, with each
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newly-released, upgraded, worked-upon
commodity.) The future is only ever a day
away; whilst the present, on the other hand,
is designed to remind us of the future,
with the present’s incessant replaying of
the past, that is to say, a simulated past as
an operative ‘referential’ for a simulated
future. Stagnancy, particularly in regards
to things like economics and social justice,
in this case, becomes a referential evil, a
threat to survival, that must be thoroughly
overcome.
When you really think about it, achievements, particularly in terms of social justice,
for example, have not really occurred from
the mindset of relativity and progress, but
rather from a paradigm of pure absolutism,
the absolutist philosophy, for instance, of a
principled, human equality. (Absolutism
in The Golden Rule, for instance.) These
achievements were born, not of progress,
or social democracy, but perhaps from a
collective consciousness that always existed, manifesting, perhaps, in the earliest
religions of the world, albeit lost in the
atomisation of the self. This lost, collective
ontology worked towards an equilibrium
with the cosmic order, perhaps, whilst
simultaneously seeking the eradication
of exploitative, fascistic materialism.
This materialism continuously seeking
the atomised — relative — alleviation of
suffering, particularly at the expense of
other agents in the world; exploited agents
who are, more often than not, viewed as
thoroughly lesser beings. This was the case
with slave ownership, for example. One
contention persists in how the abolition of
slavery only occurred when slaves became
more beneficial as agents in a progressive
trajectory geared, increasingly, towards
commodity consumption. In other words,
agents were freed (assimilated) into a
mode of being in the world that thoroughly diffused a revolutionary potential.

Either way, the victories of emancipation have been thoroughly absorbed into
the mythology of progress. In addition, the
nature of suffering, particularly as a ‘referential evil’, goes hand in hand with both the
trajectory of progress, and the trajectories
of religion. Every day, these trajectories
appear, increasingly, like the beliefs of a
religious cult, built on the foundations of
a mythological past. The melancholia that
defines the twenty-first century emanates
from this cult’s inability to materialise a
satisfying destination, a lost absolutism,
a lost referential, so to speak, since the
trajectory of civilisation must always
remain virtual, always hyperreal. It is easy
to imagine our current trajectory’s path,
as a path of mass extinction, no less, when
you consider those religious cults, failing
to manifest a tangible destination for its
followers, resulting in mass suicide. Death
is the only plausible destination, here.
In many ways, the 1990s was a thoroughly unsatisfying destination since it
was built on an illusory faith. A faith driven by the idea that suffering, standing as a
‘referential evil’, was not something to be
integrated into daily existence, but rather
something to be thoroughly eradicated,
marginalised, ignored. These days, the
utopian ideals of progress, preached by
progressives the world over, have developed towards a virtual trajectory that
exists, allegedly, on the right side of history. Ironically, the right side of history will
actually occupy a world in which the cults
of progress, full of cancerous metastasis,
will be thoroughly eradicated. After all,
survival must be defined by an equilibrium, not progress.
It is ironic that Agent Smith, towards the
end of the trilogy, manifests into a reflection of ‘the virus’ he observes in humanity.
In fact, the matrix seems like an ideal way
for the machine world to encapsulate the

paradoxical, rational ‘human’ hatred for
existence, in the form of a program (Agent
Smith), that can become eradicated by
the irrational ‘human’ love for existence,
taking shape in another program, (Neo).
The matrix becomes a world where human
sentience, alongside the human residue
of a machine consciousness, (both full of
paradox), can endlessly reoccur. In this
way, the matrix develops as a program of
regulation. It is not difficult to imagine
this machine sentience as a sentience
infused with human incompatibilities
and paradox, incompatibilities that must
be regulated to an elsewhere world; a
simulacrum. Even so, the machine world
believes itself to be morally superior to
humanity, since it can live in accordance
to a harmonious equilibrium — an equilibrium achieved through the interplay of
compartmentalised worlds. Once again,
talking to Morpheus, Agent Smith shares
a revelation:
‘I’d like to share a revelation I’ve had,
during my time here. It came to me when
I tried to classify your species. I realised that
you’re not actually mammals. Every mammal, on this planet, instinctively develops
a natural equilibrium with the surrounding environment but you humans do not.
You move to an area and you multiply
and multiply until every natural resource
is consumed and the only way you can
survive is to spread to another area. There
is another organism on this planet that follows the same pattern, do you know what
it is? A virus. Human beings are a disease.
A cancer of this planet. You are a plague,
and we are the cure.’
Firstly, it is implied, through Smith’s
revelation, that humanity is best defined as
a thoroughly lesser species, as a virus; this
is self-evident in the pontification, here.
Through this analysis, however, Smith
also implies something of the machine
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world itself. According to Smith, this
must be a world occupying a paradigm
of equilibrium. In this way, the artificial
intelligence — the machine world — developed as a ‘cure’ to humanities imbalance,
AI is seen, by Smith, at least, as an evolutionary progression, an improvement on
humanities’ recklessness. It is fascinating
how an artificial intelligence, a program,
like Agent Smith, for example, can come
to this personal revelation, almost as if
this revelation was, in some way, a programmed manifestation, an inevitability
that came to fruition during his time in
the matrix — ‘I’d like to share a revelation
I’ve had, during my time here.’ Through his
exposure to ‘the stink’ of humanity, there
develops, inside Agent Smith, a hatred for
humanity; a hatred so powerful that Smith,
in fact, becomes the virus he despises,
existing, eventually, outside of the delicate
equilibrium of the matrix. In Smith’s desire
for the eradication of a liberated humanity,
(a liberation finding representation in the
existence of Zion), Smith’s own existence,
that is to say, his being in the world, can
finally come to an end — ‘I can taste your
stink; and every time I do, I fear that I have
somehow been infected by it.’ Moreover,
it is implied, throughout the trilogy, that
Smith’s existence is insufferable to him —
‘I must get free, and this mind is the key.
My key. Once Zion is destroyed there is
no need for me to be here. Do you understand?’
Secondly, similar to Neo’s conceptions
of love, as a human emotion, can we not
view this hatred in a similar way? It seems
the matrix becomes the model, the means,
in which the machines themselves are able
to function, within these processes of eternal reoccurrence, that is to say, within an
equilibrium. It is fascinating how both the
human emotions of love and hate manifest
in the artificial consciousnesses, the pro70 Baudrillard Now

grams, that come to define the machine
world. I claim the human element, the
residue of the human condition, especially
within the machine consciousness, (built
in the image of human sentience, remember?), is regulated by the matrix itself,
which is why the existence of the matrix
was far more than a means of power relay, in
fact — the matrix was absolutely necessary
to the machine’s own survival in terms of a
regulatory system of the machine’s human
residue. Morpheus states that the matrix
was the source of the machine city’s power,
a means of harvesting naturally-occurring human energy, in this way, however,
I claim the matrix was actually the source
of the machine world’s equilibrium. It
became the means in which the human
and the machine could coexist. ‘I love my
daughter very much…’ Rama tells Neo,
‘I find her to be the most beautiful thing
I have ever seen.’ Rama’s daughter, Sati, is
a collective representation of the human
element, of course, a consciousness sent to
the matrix, by Rama, a machine program,
as a means of protection.
“Are you from the Matrix?” Sati asks
Neo.
“Yes, no.” Neo replies. “I mean, I was.”
…
“Sati, come here, darling.” Rama calls
from the subway platform. “Leave the
poor man in peace.”
“Yes, Papa.”
“I am sorry, she is still very curious.”
Does it seem unusual for the machine
mind, the AI consciousness, to both love
and despise its human creator? This is,
after all, the same human creator, full of
curiosity, that gave birth to a sentient,
intelligent race of machines. It seems the
matrix becomes a world where the human
conceptions of love and hate formulate,
in the minds of programs, at least, only
to become eradicated by one another,

before the cycle repeats, endlessly, through
Eternal Reoccurrence. In other words, the
reoccurrence develops as the equilibrium
itself. I will recall to your mind an opening scene of the trilogy, where Morpheus
explains the origins of the matrix.
‘This is the world that you know. The
world as it was at the end of the twentieth
century. It exists now only as a neuro-interactive simulation that we call the matrix.
You’ve been living in a dream world, Neo.
This is the world as it exists today. Welcome to the desert of the real. We have
only bits and pieces of information but
what we know for certain is that at some
point in the early twenty-first century, all
of mankind was united in celebration. We
marvelled in our own magnificence as we
gave birth to AI [Artificial Intelligence]. A
singular consciousness that spawned an
entire race of machines. We don’t know
who struck first — us or them — but we
know that it was us that scorched the sky.
At the time, they were dependant on solar
power, and it was believed that they would
be unable to survive without an energy
source as abundant as the sun. Throughout
human history, we have been dependant
on machines to survive. Fate, it seems, is
not without a sense of irony.’
Several points of contention arise with
Morpheus’ explanation, here. Firstly,
how does Morpheus know this is not a
secondary dream world, a secondary neuro-interactive simulation, a simulation of
the desert of the real, which appears, less
like a desert, and more like a potent landscape, complete with thunder, lightning,
and the ruins of a twenty-first century
civilisation? In terms of Baudrillardian
analysis, this is where problems within
the matrix trilogy arise — not as a good
representation of the hyperreal, but rather
as a misreading, since Baudrillard’s ‘desert
of the real’ is thoroughly indistinguishable

from true reality. Why? Because true reality does not really exist, since, once again,
‘the simulacrum is never what hides the
truth — it is the truth that hides the fact
that there is none.’ Ironically, I believe Jean
Baudrillard’s problem with ‘The Matrix’
arises from this reading of a misreading.
(After all, The Matrix is a poor representation of the Borges fable, whereby the map of
the empire, and the empire itself, becomes
thoroughly indistinguishable.) Within the
Matrix, there is a clear difference between
the matrix, and the allegedly true reality
that Morpheus occupies; in other words,
there is an apparent distinguishability.
The operative word here is apparent, since
the world Morpheus occupies seems, in
addition, thoroughly illusory. It is perhaps
another dream world, another neuro-interactive simulation, only questioned
when Morpheus is given the world he
envisioned. “I imagined this moment, for
so long. Is this real?” Ironically speaking,
Morpheus has defined his reality — up
until this point — through misery and
suffering. These conceptions of misery
and suffering have been sustained by a tertiary subject; that is of Morpheus’ faith. A
faith in the fateful trajectory of ‘The One’
to deliver a liberation from the machine
construct. Our own misery and suffering
are defined, I claim, by a similar faith. A
faith in the fateful trajectory of progress as
leading towards the alleviation of both our
misery and suffering.
Peripherally speaking, a secondary
point of evidence for this theory arises
with Morpheus’ explanation of this race of
machines, particularly in regards to their
dependence on solar power. This theory
seems incompatible with ‘The Matrix
Revolutions’, since we see Neo and Trinity
breach the storm clouds, where Trinity
sees the sublime brilliance of the sun, for
the first time in her life, whispering the
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word, ‘Beautiful’, before the ship, like
Icarus, plummets back down towards the
machine city. We are led to believe that
this artificial intelligence, whilst creating a
complex matrix world to enslave humanity, were simultaneously unable to create
a suitable means of breaching this cloud
coverage, accessing ‘an energy source as
abundant as the sun.’ This moment reveals,
I claim, the true purpose of the matrix,
not merely as a source of power for the
machine world, but as the model in which
the machine consciousness achieves its
own equilibrium. However, for the human
subject, of course, this equilibrium seems
thoroughly undesirable. In ‘Fatal Strategies’, Baudrillard writes:
‘Each of us secretly prefers an arbitrary
and cruel order, one that leaves us no choice,
to the horrors of a liberal one where we
don’t even know what we want, where we
are forced to recognize that we don’t know
what we want; for in the former case we
are consigned to maximal determination,
and in the second to indifference. Everyone secretly prefers an order so rigorous,
as unfolding of events so arbitrary (or so
illogical, as with fate or ceremony) that the
slightest disturbance can make the whole
thing collapse — everyone prefers this to
the dialectical workings of reason, where a
finalizing logic dominates all accidents of
language.’
‘Fate, it seems, is not without a sense of
irony.’
Even so, progress, in this way, becomes
a utopian vision that will never materialise,
but instead continue recklessly towards a
trajectory of a utopian faith that, in addition, conceals the utopia’s very absence,
particularly as a state of equilibrium.
(The equilibrium necessary for human
survival.) In Baudrillard’s thinking, this
was, technically speaking, the utopia of
modernism that had already been realised
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in the late twentieth century, yet seemed,
in hindsight, deeply inadequate, as this
world, paradoxically speaking, could not
exist without a sense of continuous, virtual
trajectory. (The trajectory of a metastatic
economic growth, for instance.)
In the essay, ‘On Nihilism’, appearing
in ‘Simulacra and Simulation’, Baudrillard
writes, ‘There are cultures that have no
imaginary except of their origin and have
no imaginary of their end. There are those
that are obsessed by both…’, he concludes,
‘It is this melancholia that is becoming our
fundamental passion.’
Fisher, on the other hand, locates the
melancholic hauntology, defined in ‘The
Slow Cancellation of the Future’, as perhaps, the result of ‘neoliberal capitalism’s
destruction of solidarity and security’, a
destruction (eradication) that ‘brought
about a compensatory hungering for
the well-established and the familiar[.]’
In other words, the virtual trajectory of
neoliberal capitalism, infected by hauntological awareness, became haunted by an
absolutism, that is to say, a lost referential
that we can now only recall through simulated nostalgia. Compare, briefly, Fisher’s
conclusion with Baudrillard’s statement in
‘On Nihilism’, ‘Melancholia is the inherent
quality of the mode of disappearance of
meaning, of the mode of the volatilization
of meaning in operational systems. And
we are all melancholic.’
In the introduction to Baudrillard’s
‘Fatal Strategies’, Dominic Pettman, writes:
‘To come of age in the late 1980s and
early 1990s was to find oneself in a sociopolitical echo chamber, robbed even of the
false promise of revolution, or compensatory hope of utopia… The temptation
is to simplify the insights… just as the
Wachowski brothers did in their naïve
homage to the great man, The Matrix
(As Baudrillard eventually pointed out,

The Matrix is the kind of film the Matrix
itself would have made about the Matrix.)
Rescuing Baudrillard’s ideas from caricature thus becomes a challenging and
important task, now that he is no longer
with us.’
Without the ‘progressive’ trajectory of
the future, without the ‘backwardness’ of
the past, the present would articulate our
preferable catastrophe as a simulacrum
of an imaginary absolutism; a hyperreal
absolutism that whilst never actually
found, would feel, at times, entirely lost.
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